TENTATIVE AGENDA & MEETING NOTICE
BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS
TUESDAY, MAY 15, 2012
5:30 P.M.
WATAUGA COUNTY ADMINISTRATION BUILDING
COMMISSIONERS' BOARD ROOM

TIME

#

TOPIC

PRESENTER

PAGE

5:30

1

CALL REGULAR MEETING TO ORDER

2

APPROVAL OF MINUTES:
May 1, 2012, Regular Meeting
May 1, 2012, Closed Session

3

APPROVAL OF THE MAY 15, 2012 AGENDA

5:35

4

WATAUGA COUNTY PATHWAYS PROPERTY TRANSFER REQUEST

MR. WILLIAM HALL

15

5:40

5

WATAUGA HUMANE SOCIETY SPAY/NEUTER PROGRAM
REQUEST

MS. LYNNE NORTHUP
MS. ANITA GOMEZ

43

5:45

6

VOTING EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE AGREEMENT

MS. JANE ANN HODGES

53

5:50

7

FY 2013 HOME AND COMMUNITY CARE BLOCK GRANT
(H&CCBG) ALLOCATION REQUEST

MS. ANGIE BOITNOTTE

67

5:55

8

BID AWARD REQUEST FOR DEMOLITION OF THE OLD HIGH
SCHOOL

MR. ROBERT MARSH

71

6:00

9

PUBLIC HEARINGS TO ALLOW CITIZEN COMMENT
A. PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO THE WATAUGA COUNTY
ORDINANCE TO GOVERN SUBDIVISIONS AND MULTI-UNIT
STRUCTURES
B. FY 2013 Proposed Budget

1

13

MR. JOE FURMAN

103

MR. DERON GEOUQUE

163
167

7:00 10

SMOKY MOUNTAIN CENTER QUARTERLY FINANCIAL REPORT

MS. MARGARET PIERCE

7:05 11

MISCELLANEOUS ADMINISTRATIVE MATTERS
A. Proposed Property and Liability Insurance and Workers
Compensation Renewals Request
B. Boards & Commissions
C. Announcements

MR. DERON GEOUQUE
173
183
187

7:10 12

PUBLIC COMMENT

188

8:10 13

BREAK

188

8:15 14

CLOSED SESSION
Attorney/Client Matters – G. S. 143-318.11(a)(3)

188

8:30 15

ADJOURN
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AGENDA ITEM 2:
APPROVAL OF THE MINUTES
May 1, 2012, Regular Meeting
May 1, 2012, Closed Session
May 3, 2012, Special Meeting – Budget Work Session
May 7, 2012, Special Meeting – Budget Work Session
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MINUTES

DRAFT

WATAUGA COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS
TUESDAY, MAY 1, 2012
The Watauga County Board of Commissioners held a regular meeting on Tuesday, May 1, 2012,
at 8:00 A.M. in the Commissioners' Board Room of the Watauga County Administration
Building, Boone, North Carolina.
PRESENT:

Nathan A. Miller, Chairman
Vince Gable, Vice-Chairman
David Blust, Commissioner
Jim Deal, Commissioner
Tim Futrelle, Commissioner
Stacy C. Eggers, IV, County Attorney
Deron Geouque, County Manager
Anita J. Fogle, Clerk to the Board

[Commissioner Blust arrived at 8:12 A.M. due to a prior commitment.]

Chairman Miller called the meeting to order at 8:05 A.M.
Commissioner Deal opened the meeting with a prayer and Vice-Chairman Gable led the Pledge
of Allegiance.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES
Chairman Miller called for additions and/or corrections to the April 17, 2012, regular and closed
session minutes.
Vice-Chairman Gable, seconded by Commissioner Futrelle, moved to approve the April 17,
2012, regular meeting minutes as presented.
VOTE: Aye-4(Miller, Gable, Deal, Futrelle)
Nay-0
Absent-1(Blust)
Vice-Chairman Gable, seconded by Commissioner Futrelle, moved to approve the April 17,
2012, closed session minutes as presented.
VOTE: Aye-4(Miller, Gable, Deal, Futrelle)
Nay-0
Absent-1(Blust)
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APPROVAL OF AGENDA
Chairman Miller called for additions and/or corrections to the May 1, 2012, agenda.
Commissioner Deal, seconded by Commissioner Futrelle, moved to approve the May 1, 2012,
agenda as presented.
VOTE: Aye-4(Miller, Gable, Deal, Futrelle)
Nay-0
Absent-1(Blust)

E-911 FUNDS RADIO PURCHASE REQUEST
Captain Kelly Redmon with the Sheriff’s Office requested approval for the purchase of fourteen
(14) portable radios. The radios were narrow band compliant and would provide for
interoperability with federal, state, and local agencies. Funds from the E-911 50% fund balance,
which were required to be spent by June 30, 2012, were eligible and an appropriate use for the
purchase.
Vice-Chairman Gable, seconded by Commissioner Deal, moved to approve the purchase of the
fourteen portable radios with funds for the purchase to be allocated from the E-911 50% fund
balance as presented.
VOTE: Aye-4(Miller, Gable, Deal, Futrelle)
Nay-0
Absent-1(Blust)

PROPOSED RESOLUTION REQUEST FROM THE BOARD OF EDUCATION
Ms. Deborah Miller, Chair of the Watauga County School Board, presented a proposed
resolution requesting the North Carolina General Assembly eliminate the discretionary reversion
which would allow an offset in the loss of Edujob funds at the end of the current fiscal year and
end the discretionary reversions in North Carolina.
Commissioner Deal, seconded by Vice-Chairman Gable, moved to adopt the resolution as
presented by Ms. Miller.
VOTE: Aye-4(Miller, Gable, Deal, Futrelle)
Nay-0
Absent-1(Blust)

TAX MATTERS
A.

Monthly Collections Report

Tax Administrator Kelvin Byrd presented the Tax Collections Report for the month of
April 2012. This report was presented for information only and, therefore, no action was
required.
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B.

Refunds and Releases

Mr. Byrd presented the following Refunds and Releases for April 2012 for Board approval:
TO BE TYPED IN MINUTE BOOK

Commissioner Deal, seconded by Commissioner Futrelle, moved to approve the Refunds and
Releases Report for April 2012, as presented.
Vice-Chairman Gable requested to recuse himself from the vote as he was included in the report
as a recipient for a refund.
VOTE: Aye-3(Miller, Deal, Futrelle)
Nay-0
Absent-1(Blust)
Recuse-(Gable)

PLANNING AND INSPECTIONS MATTERS
A. Bid Award Request for Soccer Complex Paving
Mr. Joe Furman, Planning and Inspections Director, stated that the County received bids for
paving the two parking lots at the Ted Mackorell Soccer Complex on March 30, 2012. The
paving is in conjunction with the grant awarded by the North Carolina Department of
Transportation in the amount of $120,000. Appalachian State University (ASU) agreed to fund
the paving of the third lot behind the stadium field. Mr. Furman stated that three bids were
received within the budgeted amount of which Moretz Paving was the low bidder. However, due
to the project utilizing federal funds, contractors were required to meet or make a good faith
effort in hiring Disadvantaged Business Enterprises (DBE) as subcontractors. Watauga County's
goal for utilization of DBE is 1% of all contracts. Upon review of the bids, it was determined
that Moretz Paving did not make the good faith effort as required. Therefore, if the contract was
awarded to Moretz Paving, the County would not be eligible to utilize the grant to fund the
project. In order to not lose grant funding, Mr. Furman recommended the Board reject Moretz
Paving's bid as unresponsive and award the contract to the next lowest bidder, Carl Rose and
Sons, Inc., in the amount of $133,546.50 with the addition of alternate number 7 for $1,463,
bringing the total bid amount to $135,009.50. With ASU reimbursing the County $25,665 for
the paving of lot three, the bid remained within the $120,000 of grant funding available.
County Attorney Eggers stated that the bid documents did indicate that bids had to meet grant
requirements and, therefore, the Board could deem the Moretz Paving bid as unresponsive.
Commissioner Deal, seconded by Commissioner Blust, moved to reject Moretz Paving's bid as
unresponsive and accept the next lowest bidder, Carl Rose and Sons, Inc., in the total amount of
$135,009.50 which includes alternate number 7 with the understanding that ASU would
reimburse the County $25,665.
VOTE: Aye-5
Nay-0
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B. Subdivision Performance Guarantee
Mr. Furman presented a subdivision performance guarantee for Plumtree Partners in the form of
a letter of credit from United Community Bank. The subdivision performance guarantee was for
road construction and would allow a final plat to be recorded and lots conveyed. The plat was
approved by the Planning Board at their April meeting, contingent upon the Board of
Commissioners’ approval of the letter of credit.
Commissioner Deal, seconded by Commissioner Futrelle, moved to approve the subdivision
performance guarantee for Plumtree Partners in the form of a letter of credit from United
Community Bank as presented by Mr. Furman.
VOTE: Aye-5
Nay-0
C. Proposed Resolution Request from the Watauga County Planning Board
Mr. Furman stated that the Planning Board adopted a resolution in support of a traffic light on
NC Highway 105 South at Poplar Grove Road and requested the Board of Commissioners do
likewise. If the Board adopts a resolution, a request will be made to the Boone Town Council for
their support and then such resolutions will be utilized in discussions with North Carolina
Department of Transportation personnel.
Commissioner Deal requested that the resolution include wording to request that the Department
of Transportation review the entire area including Hwy 105, Poplar Grove Road, and Poplar
Grove Road South to determine the best placement of a traffic light.
Chairman Miller requested that the resolution not support the super street concept for Hwy 105
as being considered by the Department of Transportation; however he was agreeable with
continued studies of the concept.
Commissioner Deal, seconded by Commissioner Futrelle, moved to adopt the resolution as
amended.
VOTE: Aye-5
Nay-0
D. Proposed Amendments to the Watauga County Ordinance to Govern Subdivisions and
Multi-Unit Structures
Mr. Furman stated that the Planning Board had reviewed the Watauga County Ordinance to
Govern Subdivisions and Multi-Unit Structures and presented proposed amendments. The
majority of the changes requested were designed to encourage affordable housing projects and
fire apparatus access, and update definitions of waste water disposal systems. The Planning
Board approved sending the proposed changes to the Board of Commissioners for adoption. Per
NCGS 153A-323, the Planning Board requests the Board of Commissioners set a public hearing
for May 15, 2012, at 6:00 P.M. to allow citizen review of the proposed amendments.
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Commissioner Deal, seconded by Commissioner Futrelle, moved to set a public hearing at 6:00
P.M. on Tuesday, May 15, 2012, to allow citizen comment on proposed amendments to the
Watauga County Ordinance to Govern Subdivisions and Multi-Unit Structures.
VOTE: Aye-5
Nay-0
E. Public Hearing Request for Citizen Comment on Fire District Boundary Changes
Mr. Furman requested a public hearing be set for Tuesday, June 19, 2012, at 6:00 P.M. to allow
citizen comment on proposed fire district boundary changes that would involve parcels in
Stewart Simmons and Deep Gap Fire Districts and the Boone Fire Service District. The public
hearing was being requested early due to a requirement for notifications to be mailed to affected
property owners four weeks prior to the hearing.
Vice-Chairman Gable, seconded by Commissioner Blust, moved to schedule a public hearing for
Tuesday, June 19, 2012, at 6:00 P.M. to allow citizen comment on proposed fire district
boundary changes affecting the Stewart Simmons, Deep Gap and Boone districts.
VOTE: Aye-5
Nay-0

BUDGET AMENDMENTS
Ms. Margaret Pierce, Finance Director, reviewed the following budget amendment:
Account #
103300-349909
105911-470004
105911-470006

Description
NC Lottery Funds
Valle Crucis Basement Repairs
Cove Creek Roof Design Work

Debit

Credit
$65,000

$35,000
$30,000

The amendment recognized the award of the funds recently applied for by the Watauga County
Board of Education.
Commissioner Futrelle, seconded by Vice-Chairman Gable, moved to approve the budget
amendment as presented.
VOTE: Aye-5
Nay-0

MISCELLANEOUS ADMINISTRATIVE MATTERS
A. Presentation of the FY 2013 Capital Improvement Plan (CIP)
County Manager Geouque presented the FY 2013 Capital Improvement Plan (CIP) for review
prior to discussion during the upcoming budget work sessions.
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B. Presentation of the Manager’s FY 2013 Recommended Budget
County Manager Geouque presented the FY 2013 Proposed Budget and reviewed highlights. He
announced upcoming budget work sessions scheduled for 4:00 P.M. on Thursday, May 3, 2012,
and Monday, May 7, 2012, and a public hearing to allow public comment scheduled for
Tuesday, May 15, 2012, at 6:00 P.M. in the Commissioners’ Board Room at the Watauga
County Administration Building. The County Manager announced that the FY 2013 Proposed
Budget was also available for public inspection on the County’s website, in the County
Manager’s Office, and at the Libraries located in Boone, Blowing Rock, and the Western
Watauga Community Center.
C. Boards and Commissions
County Manager Geouque stated that both Paul Combs and Lauren Waterworth’s terms on the
Economic Development Commission (EDC) were set to expire in June. EDC terms were for
three (3) years with appointees being eligible to serve two (2) consecutive terms. Both Mr.
Combs and Ms. Waterworth have served one (1) term thus far and are willing to continue to
serve. A Volunteer Application was received from Ms. Susan Norris who also expressed interest
in serving as a member of the EDC.
The above were first readings; therefore, action was not required at this time.
D. Announcements
County Manager Geouque made the following announcements:
•

The Watauga County Farmers’ Market opens this year on May 5, 2012, with local
vendors offering their produce and products each Saturday morning. You are invited to
participate in opening day celebrations beginning at 8:00 A.M. with festivities to include
live music and prize raffles.

•

Appalachian State University would like to invite the Commissioners, School Board
members, and Town Council members, to campus on May 7, 2012, from 9:00 A.M. to
2:00 P.M. The purpose of the meeting would be to provide an update on major activities
taking place on campus such as construction projects, strategic priorities, state funding
and its impact on the campus, and major initiatives involving the local community. The
day would consist of a tour, lunch, and meeting with University officials. They would
like for this to become an annual event.

PUBLIC COMMENT
The following citizens commented on Amendment 1 and the Board’s recently adopted
“Resolution in Support of an Amendment to the North Carolina Constitution Protecting
Marriage”:
Ms. Marge McKinney urged the Board to rescind the “Resolution in Support of an Amendment
to the North Carolina Constitution Protecting Marriage.”
Ms. Joan Brannon stated that Amendment 1 was unwise and unfair.
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Ms. Jacque Dunbar stated that the “Resolution in Support of an Amendment to the North
Carolina Constitution Protecting Marriage” should be rescinded.
Ms. Denicia Joyce requested the Board rescind the “Resolution in Support of an Amendment to
the North Carolina Constitution Protecting Marriage.”
Ms. Cynthia Kittle requested the Board rescind the “Resolution in Support of an Amendment to
the North Carolina Constitution Protecting Marriage.”
Ms. Marcia Cham stated her opposition to Amendment 1.
Mr. Chip Meyers stated his opposition to Amendment 1.
Ms. Patricia Rokoske requested the Board rescind the “Resolution in Support of an Amendment
to the North Carolina Constitution Protecting Marriage.”
Mr. Craig Fisher signed up to speak but was not present when called upon.
Ms. Jean Brooks requested the Board rescind the “Resolution in Support of an Amendment to the
North Carolina Constitution Protecting Marriage.”
Ms. Judith Phoenix requested the Board rescind the “Resolution in Support of an Amendment to
the North Carolina Constitution Protecting Marriage.”
Commissioner Deal quoted portions of an article published in the Sunday, April 29, 2012,
edition of the Charlotte Observer written by Dr. H. Stephen Shoemaker entitled “Amendment
One and an old American struggle.”
Commissioner Futrelle shared the following:
POSITION STATEMENT
OPPOSING DEFENSE OF MARRIAGE AMENDMENT
Adopted by the NCA Board of Directors
September 16, 2011
The North Carolina Psychological Association (NCPA) opposes the Defense of
Marriage amendment for the following reasons:
1. There is no empirical evidence that supports the denial of marriage rights to
people in same-sex relationships.
A person’s sexual orientation defines the universe of persons with whom he or she
is likely to find the satisfying and fulfilling romantic and intimate relationships
that, for many individuals, comprise an essential component of personal identity
(D’Augelli, 2000; Gonsiorek & Weinrich, 1991; Herek, 2001, 2006; Peplau &
Garnets, 2000)
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2. There is empirical evidence that denial of marriage rights to people in samesex relationships is damaging to their psychological health.
3. There is empirical evidence that opposing denial of marriage rights initiatives
has beneficial psychological effects.
Commissioner Deal, seconded by Commissioner Futrelle, moved to reconsider the Board’s
adoption of the “Resolution in Support of an Amendment to the North Carolina Constitution
Protecting Marriage” by rescinding the Resolution.
VOTE: Aye-2(Deal, Futrelle)
Nay-3(Miller, Blust, Gable)

CLOSED SESSION
At 9:29 A.M., Vice-Chairman Gable, seconded by Commissioner Futrelle, moved to enter
Closed Session to discuss Attorney/Client Matters, per G. S. 143-318.11(a)(3).
VOTE: Aye-5
Nay-0
Commissioner Futrelle, seconded by Chairman Miller, moved to resume the open meeting at
10:15 A.M.
VOTE: Aye-5
Nay-0

ACTION AFTER CLOSED SESSION
Commissioner Deal, seconded by Commissioner Futrelle, moved to officially set the public
hearing to allow citizen comment on the Manager’s FY 2013 Proposed Budget for 6:00 P.M. on
Tuesday, May 15, 2012.
VOTE: Aye-5
Nay-0

ADJOURN
Commissioner Deal, seconded by Chairman Miller, moved to adjourn the meeting at 10:17 A.M.

________________________________
Nathan A. Miller, Chairman
ATTEST:
____________________________
Anita J. Fogle, Clerk to the Board
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MINUTES

DRAFT

WATAUGA COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS
THURSDAY, MAY 3, 2012
The Watauga County Board of Commissioners held a budget work session on Thursday, May 3,
2012, at 4:00 P.M. in the Commissioners' Conference Room of the Watauga County
Administration Building, Boone, North Carolina.
PRESENT:

Nathan A. Miller, Chairman
Vince Gable, Vice-Chairman
David Blust, Commissioner
Jim Deal, Commissioner
Deron Geouque, County Manager
Margaret Pierce, Finance Director

[Commissioner Futrelle was not in attendance due to a prior commitment.]

Chairman Miller called the meeting to order at 4:30 P.M.

DISCUSSION OF FY 2013 PROPOSED BUDGET
County Manager Geouque and Finance Director Pierce reviewed the FY 2013 Proposed Budget
for Board discussion.

ADJOURN
Commissioner Deal, seconded by Chairman Miller, moved to adjourn the meeting at 8:30 P.M.

________________________________
Nathan A. Miller, Chairman
ATTEST:
____________________________
Deron Geouque, County Manager
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MINUTES

DRAFT

WATAUGA COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS
MONDAY, MAY 7, 2012
The Watauga County Board of Commissioners held a budget work session on Monday, May 7,
2012, at 4:00 P.M. in the Commissioners' Conference Room of the Watauga County
Administration Building, Boone, North Carolina.
PRESENT:

Nathan A. Miller, Chairman
Vince Gable, Vice-Chairman
David Blust, Commissioner
Jim Deal, Commissioner
Tim Futrelle, Commissioner
Deron Geouque, County Manager
Margaret Pierce, Finance Director

[Commissioner Blust arrived at the meeting at 4:30 P.M.]

Also in attendance were Watauga County School Board Members: Ms. Deborah Miller, Mr.
John Welch, and Ms. Delora Hodges along with Dr. Dick Jones, Watauga County Schools
Interim Superintendent, Ms. Ly Marze, Board of Education Finance Director; Dr. Scarlett Davis,
Associate Superintendent, Dr. Wayne Eberle, Executive Director of Learning Development; Ms.
Stephanie Weeks, Director of Human Resources; and Mr. Dennis Ray, Director of
Maintenance/Physical Operations.
Chairman Miller called the meeting to order at 4:10 P.M.

DISCUSSION OF FY 2013 PROPOSED BUDGET
The School Board reviewed their request and thanked the Board for contributions and
support for the upcoming fiscal year 2013.
County Manager Geouque and Finance Director Pierce continued their review of the
FY 2013 Proposed Budget for Board discussion.

ADJOURN
Commissioner Blust, seconded by Vice-Chairman Gable, moved to adjourn the meeting at
6:00 P.M.
________________________________
Nathan A. Miller, Chairman
ATTEST:
____________________________
Deron Geouque, County Manager
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AGENDA ITEM 3:
APPROVAL OF THE MAY 15, 2012, AGENDA
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AGENDA ITEM 4:
WATAUGA COUNTY PATHWAYS PROPERTY TRANSFER REQUEST
MANAGER’S COMMENTS:
Mr. William Hall, Chairman of Watauga County Pathways, will request consideration of the
transfer of three properties and three easements from Watauga County Pathways, Inc., previously
Middle Fork Greenway Association, and Blue Ridge Conservancy to Watauga County. The
properties and easements are to be used for a planned hiking and biking greenway to be built
between Boone and Blowing Rock. The Board of Commissioners approved the transfer of the
properties in October of 2009, contingent upon the County Attorney preparing the appropriate
documents. Staff is of the understanding that there were issues with the North Carolina State
Property Office which caused some of the delay in recording.
Watauga Pathways will be responsible for the construction of the greenway and its continuing
maintenance after completion. The cost to add the properties to the County’s insurance will be
minimal to no expense.
The County Attorney has reviewed the documentation for the transfer of the properties and
easements.
Board approval is requested to accept the properties and easements as presented.
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Payne Branch
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Niley Cook
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Whitener
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AGENDA ITEM 5
WATAUGA HUMANE SOCIETY SPAY/NEUTER PROGRAM REQUEST
MANAGER’S COMMENTS:
Chief Animal Control Officer Gomez and Lynn Northup will present a Cooperative Spay-Neuter
Services Agreement for Board approval. The purpose of the program is to reduce the population
of unwanted animals in the State. Cities and Counties are eligible to apply for reimbursement of
direct costs of spaying and neutering of cats and dogs owned by low-income persons.
Essentially, the Humane Society will contract with a vet to provide spay and neuter services.
Upon completion of the services, the Humane Society will pay the vet and submit appropriate
documentation for the County to submit to the State for reimbursement. No County match or
expenditure of funds is required by the County. Watauga Humane Society personnel will be
responsible for verifying low-income eligibility and, in the event that funds are no longer
available, the Humane Society will be responsible for all associated expenses. In addition, the
Humane Society will be financially responsible for compliance with all rules and regulations
pertaining to the program.
Board approval is requested, contingent upon County Attorney review to approve the
Cooperative Spay-Neuter Services Agreement with the Watauga Humane Society.
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The State Spay/Neuter Program focuses on reducing the population of
unwanted animals in the state by encouraging the spaying and
neutering of dogs and cats. The program includes both an education
component and a local Spay/Neuter Assistance component. Through
the assistance component, cities and counties are eligible to apply for
reimbursement of direct costs of spays and neuters of cats and dogs
owned by low-income persons.
Now that we have a partnership with the County we can help fund our
low cost spay/ neuter program to the citizens with this state program. It
must run through the County as outlined in the state guidelines. With
the assistance of Deron, Anita, and Margaret we have drawn up a
contract that will protect the County from any liabilities. This program
helps continue to keep our animal population numbers down. It is a
win, win situation for everyone.
One of the most important accomplishments that Anita and I have been
able to do in the last 10 years (along with Ms. Copley’s grant writing
help) is supply the public with the means of low-cost spay/neuter, and
we are so appreciative of the County’s support in the past. As someone
who is on the front lines, I can tell you this makes a huge difference in
the amount of animals being born each year. Obviously in these tough
economic times if someone must choose between groceries on the
table or a spay for the family pet, groceries will win every time. With
funds from the State Program available, hopefully citizens will not have
to make a choice based on financial restraints.
Thank you in advance for your time and consideration on this matter,

Lynn Northup (Shelter Manager)
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Veterinary Division
Animal Welfare Section
What is the purpose of the Spay/Neuter Program?
The Spay/Neuter Program is intended “to foster the spaying and neutering of dogs and cats for the purpose of
reducing the population of unwanted animals in the State.” The program has two parts: education and local
spay/neuter assistance.
Who is eligible for reimbursement?
Cities and counties are eligible to apply for reimbursement of direct costs of spays & neuters of cats and dogs owned
by low-income persons. Cities and counties may contract with a private veterinarian(s), a spay/neuter clinic operated
by the county or city, or a spay/neuter clinic operated by a private organization(s). These contracted entities may be
located within the jurisdiction or outside of the jurisdiction.
The program cannot provide direct reimbursement to individuals, veterinarians, or private organizations such as
humane societies or SPCAs.
Back to Top
What types of spay/neuter programs are eligible for reinbursement?
The city or county must provide a year-round program to reduce the cost of spaying or neutering dogs or cats owned
by low-income people. The program can consist of one or more of the following:

•
•
•
•
•

a spay/neuter clinic operated by the county or city;
a spay/neuter clinic operated by a private organization under contract or other arrangement with the
county or city;
a contract or contracts with one or more veterinarians, whether or not located within the county, to
provide reduced-cost spaying and neutering services;
assistance with (subvention of) the spaying and neutering costs incurred by low-income pet owners
through the use of vouchers or other procedures that provide a discount on the cost charged by a
participating veterinarian or other provider;
assistance with (subvention of) the spaying and neutering costs incurred by people who adopt a pet
from an animal shelter operated by or under contract with the city or county
Back to Top

Do the programs have to occur all year long?
Yes, the statute requires that the program operate year-round.
What expenses are reimbursable and which are not?
Cities or counties may receive reimbursement for the direct cost of an eligible procedure. Reimbursable costs include
anesthesia, medication and veterinary services.
Administrative costs are not reimbursable. Capital expenditures for facilities and equipment associated with the
provision of the procedure are not reimbursable.
Back to Top
Is full reimbursement guaranteed?
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No, not necessarily. If there is not sufficient money in the fund to pay 100% of the amounts requested, a formula was
created by the General Assembly to pay requests based upon certain criteria. In this event, fifty percent (50%) of the
available funds in the Spay/Neuter Account shall be reserved for reimbursement for eligible applicants within
development tier one areas as defined in G.S. 143B-437.08. The remaining fifty percent (50%) of the funds shall be
used to fund reimbursement requests from eligible applicants in development tier two and three areas as defined in
G.S. 143B-437.08.
Among the eligible counties and cities in (a.) development tier one areas, and (b.) development tier two and three
areas, reimbursement shall be made to each eligible county or city in proportion to the number of dogs and cats that
have received rabies vaccinations during the preceding fiscal year in that county or city, as compared to the number
of dogs and cats that have received rabies vaccinations during the preceding fiscal year by all of the eligible
applicants in the respective development tier group: (a.) development tier one, or (b.) development tier two and three.
County tier designations are available on the N.C. Department of Commerce website.
What is the definition of low-income?
The definition of “low-income” will change on October 1, 2010 to “an individual who qualifies for one or more of the
programs of public assistance administered by the Department of Health and Human Services pursuant to Chapter
108A of the General Statutes or an individual whose annual household income is under 300 percent of the federal
poverty level guidelines.”
Back to Top
How and when can cities and counties be reimbursed?
Eligible cities and counties must submit the North Carolina Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services
application form for reimbursement, postmarked by the last day of the month following each quarterly reimbursement
period (by January 31st, April 30th, July 31st, and October 31st), in order to receive a distribution from the fund for
that quarter.
The application form for reimbursement is available at: www.ncspayneuter.com
NCDA&CS has 30 days to make payment from the end of the closing date for receipt of the application for each
quarter.
How is the program funded?
Funding is voluntary and comes mainly from two sources.

1.

2.

You may request a special “I Care” Animal Lovers license plate for your car. The plate will include
additional fees over the usual cost of a license plate. A $20 fee will be paid into the Spay/Neuter Fund
from the sale of each “I Care” Animal Lovers license plate. Information about requesting the license
plate is available online from the Division of Motor Vehicles. Click the button for Specialized License
Plates. It is listed as "Animal Lovers."
Additionally, $250,000 will be transferred yearly from the Animal Feed and Pet Food Branch, Food and
Drug Protection Division to the Spay/Neuter Account.
Back to Top

Who do I contact for information about the Spay/Neuter Program?
The NCDA&CS Animal Welfare Section administers the Spay/Neuter Program. The contact information for the
Spay/Neuter Program is:
Spay/Neuter Program
1030 Mail Service Center
Raleigh, NC 27699-1030
phone: (919) 715-7111
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FAX: (919) 733-6431
email: agr.aws@ncagr.gov
Who must annually report data under the spay/neuter statutes? What data must they report? How do they file
a report?
According to the law, “Every county or city animal shelter, or animal shelter operated under contract with a county or
city or otherwise in receipt of State or local funding shall prepare an annual report in the form required by the
Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services setting forth the numbers, by species, of animals received into the
shelter, the number adopted out, the number returned to owner, and the number destroyed. The report shall also
contain the total operating expenses of the shelter and the cost per animal handled. The report shall be filed with the
Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services by March1 of each year. A city or county that does not timely file
the report required by this Section is not eligible to receive reimbursement payments …”
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AGENDA ITEM 6:
VOTING EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE AGREEMENT
MANAGER’S COMMENTS:
Ms. Jane Ann Hodges will present a request for five (5) year maintenance agreement for the
County’s voting machines. In past years, the State Board of Elections paid for the maintenance
and upkeep on the voting equipment with HAVA funds. However, the Board of Elections is of
the opinion that these funds will no longer be available and the County will have to assume this
cost.
Board of Election staff has been presented with a contract from Election Systems and Software
to provide maintenance and repair of the voting equipment for $17,858.80 for a five (5) year
period. Staff would recommend language be added to the contract that stated if HAVA funds
were to be made available then the contract would be voided, unless the contract is acceptable to
the County Attorney in its present form.
Staff recommends the Board, contingent upon County Attorney review, approve the contract
with Election Systems and Software in the amount of $17,858.80 for a five (5) year term with the
understanding that it would be void if HAVA funds were released by the State Board of
Elections to pay for the maintenance and repair of the County’s voting equipment.
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AGENDA ITEM 7:
FY 2013 HOME AND COMMUNITY CARE BLOCK GRANT (H&CCBG)
ALLOCATION REQUEST
MANAGER’S COMMENTS:
Ms. Angie Boitnotte will recommend accepting $261,640 in Home and Community Care Block
Grant (H&CCBG) funds for FY 2013. The required local match is $28,671 and will be present
with the adoption of the Project on Aging's FY 2013 budget. The allocation is detailed in Ms.
Boitnotte's memo. Board approval is requested.
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Watauga County Project on Aging

132 Poplar Grove Connector, Suite A ● Boone, North Carolina 28607
Website: www.wataugacounty.org/aging angie.boitnotte@watgov.org
Telephone 828-265-8090 Fax 828-264-2060 TTY 1-800-735-2962 Voice 1-800-735-8262 or 711

MEMORANDUM
TO: Deron Geouque, County Manager
FROM: Angie Boitnotte, Director
DATE: May 7, 2012
SUBJ: Request for Board of County Commissioners’ Consideration: Allocation of FY2013
Home and Community Care Block Grant funds

The Home and Community Care Block Grant (HCCBG) allocation for FY2013 has not yet been
received from the Division of Aging and Adult Services. Counties were advised to use the
current FY 2012 allocation in preparing our HCCBG budgets for FY2013. Based on FY2012
figures, Watauga County is projected to receive $261,640, which requires $28,671 in local
match. The Advisory Committee made the following recommendations for the projected
allocation:
HCCBG Service
In-Home Aide
Congregate Meals
Home Delivered Meals

HCCBG
$126,977
$46,080
$84,982

Match
$14,109
$5,120
$9,442

The Title III-D funds, which include Health Screening and Medication Management funds, must
be used for Evidence Based Health Promotion classes for FY 2013. These funds will remain at
the Area Agency on Aging to support EBHP programs across the region. The Family Caregiver
Support Program funds (Respite II) have been reduced by 10%.
Non-HCCBG Service
Family Caregiver Respite II

Non-HCCBG
$3,601

Match
$0

Upon approval, these funds will become part of the Project on Aging FY 2013 budget.
I plan to be present for discussion or questions.

cc: Karin Bare, Administrative Assistant II
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NAME AND ADDRESS
COMMUNITY SERVICE PROVIDER
Watauga County Project on Aging
132 Poplar Grove Connector, Suite A
Boone, NC 28607

Home and Community Care Block Grant for Older Adults
DOA-732 (Rev. 2/12)
County: Watauga
July 1, 2012 through June 30, 2013
REVISION # , DATE:

County Funding Plan
Provider Services Summary
A

B

C

D

E

(Check One)

Services

Direct Purch.

F
Projected

Ser. Delivery

Block Grant Funding
Required
Net*
Access In-Home Other
Total Local Match Serv Cost

In-Home Aide I

X

101,582

\\\\\\\\\\\

11,287 112,869

In-Home Aide II

X

25,395

\\\\\\\\\\\\

2,822

Congregate Meals

X

46,080 \\\\\\\\\\\\

Home Delivered Meals X

84,982 \\\\\\\\\\\\

NSIP

Total

Subsidy

Funding

G

H

I

Projected Projected

HCCBG Reimburse. HCCBG
Units

Rate

Clients

Projected
Total
Units

0 112,869

6,242 18.0822

170

20,520

28,217

0

28,217

1,560 18.0878

25

5,130

5,120

51,200

10,000

61,200

8,507

6.0186

475

19,500

9,442

94,424

15,000 109,424

15,469

6.1041

200

32,000

\\\\\\\\\\\\
\\\\\\\\\\\\
\\\\\\\\\\\\
\\\\\\\\\\\\
\\\\\\\\\\\\
\\\\\\\\\\\\
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Signature, County Finance Officer

Date

870

Signature, Chairman, Board of Commissioners

77,150

Date

Date
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Total
\\\\\\\ \\\\\\\
0 126,977 131,062 258,039
28,671 286,710 25,000 311,710 31,778 \\\\\\\\\\\\\\
*Adult Day Care & Adult Day Health Care Net Service Cost
ADC
ADHC
Daily Care
Certification of required minimum local match availability.
Transportation
Required local match will be expended simultaneously
Authorized Signature, Title
Administrative
with Block Grant Funding.
Community Service Provider
Net Ser. Cost Total

NAME AND ADDRESS
COMMUNITY SERVICE PROVIDER
Watauga County Project on Aging
132 Poplar Grove Connector, Suite A
Boone, NC 28607

Non - Home and Community Care Block Grant for Older Adults
DOA-732 (Rev. 2/12)
County: Watauga
County Funding Plan
July 1, 2012 through June 30, 2013
Provider Services Summary
REVISION # , DATE:
A

B

C

D

E

Projected

Ser. Del.
(Check One)

Services

Direct Purch.

F

Non-Block Grant Funding
Required
Net*
Access In-Home Other
Total Local Match Serv Cost

NSIP

Total

Subsidy

Funding

G

H

I

Projected Projected

NonHCCBG Reimburse. NonHCCBG

Units

Rate

Clients

Projected
Total
Units

\\\\\\\\\\\\
Family Caregiver
Respite II

\\\\\\\\\\\\
X

3,601

\\\\\\\\\\\\

0

3,601

0

3,601

200

18.0050

6

258

Total
\\\\\\\ \\\\\\\
0
3,601
0
3,601
0
3,601
0
3,601
200 \\\\\\\\\\\\\\
*Adult Day Care & Adult Day Health Care Net Service Cost
ADC
ADHC
Daily Care
Certification of required minimum local match availability.
Transportation
Required local match will be expended simultaneously
Authorized Signature, Title
Administrative
with Non-Block Grant Funding
Community Service Provider
Net Ser. Cost Total

6

258

\\\\\\\\\\\\
\\\\\\\\\\\\
\\\\\\\\\\\\

\\\\\\\\\\\\

Date

Signature, Chairman, Board of Commissioners

Date
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AGENDA ITEM 8:
BID AWARD REQUEST FOR DEMOLITION OF THE OLD HIGH SCHOOL
MANAGER’S COMMENTS:
Mr. Robert Marsh will present bids for the demolition of the old Watauga High School. A total
of 12 bids were received with NEO Corporation from Canton, NC, providing the lowest
responsive and responsible bid in the amount of $361,750. The total is for the demolition of the
primary building area and acceptance of Alternate 1 which includes the demolition of the
ancillary buildings. Staff would recommend a $100,000 contingency for unforeseen issues
should the Board accept the bid. These issues could range from underground oil tanks and oil
spills, lead and asbestos beyond the scope identified, etc.
Should the Board award the bid, the only remaining structure will be the home-side bleachers.
At present time, the Optimist Club has not removed the bleachers that the County surplused per
their request. The Board may wish to add the removal of the home-side bleachers to clear the
facility completely. Upon approval of the bid, staff could negotiate with the contractor to
remove the bleachers. Staff believes there is a substantial amount of aluminum which could be
recycled to offset a significant amount of the cost to remove the bleachers.
At a budget work session, the Board indicated a desire to set a public hearing to seek input as to
whether or not to proceed with the demolition. The bids are valid for 60 days which would allow
for the Board to set a public hearing for June 19, 2012, at 6:00 PM without necessitating that the
project be re-bid should it move forward.
Staff seeks direction from the Board.
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WATAUGA COUNTY
MAINTENANCE DEPARTMENT
969 West King St., Boone, NC 28607 - Phone (828) 264-1430
Fax (828) 264-1473

TO:

Deron Geouque, County Manager

FROM:

Robert Marsh, Maintenance Director

SUBJECT:

Old WHS Demolition Bids

DATE:

May 7, 2012

BACKGROUND
The Old Watauga High School property was abandoned when the Board of Education
occupied the new Watauga High School in August 2010. Since that time the school has
fallen into disrepair due to vandalism including the destruction of most of the glass in the
buildings, damage to other building components and arson.
The County recognizes that the property may be enhanced for future development if the
building is demolished. In April 2012, County Manager Geouque directed the
Maintenance Department to receive bids for the demolition of the school.
REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL SUMMARY
A Request for Proposal was published in three regional newspapers, the Watauga
Democrat, and the County website, WataugaCounty.org. Fifty-one contractors replied to
the RFP with requests for bid details. Fifteen contractors were accompanied by staff to
inspect the buildings in preparation for the bid.
The RFP directed the bidders to submit pricing for the following; Primary Bid - removal
of the classroom building; Alternate One - demolition of the Visitor’s and Home
Concession Buildings, Field House, and P&R Restroom Building; Alternates Two and
Three - removal of asbestos materials
On May 7th, twelve bids were received and opened.
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VENDOR

5% BID
BOND OR
CASHIERS
CHECK

CONTRACTOR’S
LICENSE #

CALENDR
DAYS TO
COMPLETE

PRIMARY
BID
PRICE

ALTERNATE
1
BID PRICE

NCM
Charlotte, NC

BID BOND

65179

180

$829,800

$115,000

D. H. Griffin
Wrecking Co.,
Inc.
Hickory, NC

BID BOND

35452

120

$379,990

$54,000

NEO Corp.
Canton, NC

BID BOND

17865

180

$328,000

$33,750

MBH
Enterprises, Inc.
Rural Hall, NC

BID BOND

71456

180

$475,567

$7,227

4.

Taylor &
Murphy
Asheville, NC

BID BOND

5174

180

$460,475

$42,000

5.

E. Luke Greene
Co.
Strawberry
Plains, TN

BID BOND

21121

Asbestos 45
Demo 150

$485,000

$50,000

EHG, LLC
Morrisville, NC

BID BOND

55919

120

$960,000

$90,000

Tristar of
America, Inc.
Norcross, GA

BID BOND

69663

150

$619,000

$48,000

Empire
Dismantlement
Corp.
Grand Island,
NY

BID BOND

51779

180

$843,000

$30,000

Dore and
Associates
Contracting
Bay City, MI

BID BOND

17486

300

$927,600

$19,300

Clear Site
Industrial, LLC
Charlotte, NC

BID BOND

68679

150

$634,720

$32,500

Belfor
Charlotte, NC

NONE

63672

NOT
LISTED

$1,156,986

$0

1.

2.

3.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.
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STAFF RECOMMENDATION
NEO Corporation submitted the low bid of $328,000. NEO has extensive experience in
building demolition and recently completed a similar project at Winthrop University
($653,000) which included the abatement of hazardous materials and demolition services.
NEO Corporation looks forward to providing demolition services for Watauga County
and anticipates mobilizing their resources to the site by June, 2012 pending a Bid Award
and issuance of a demolition permit by the Town of Boone. Staff recommends NEO
Corporation based on their low bid and experience in building demolition.
BUDGET IMPACT
This project is an unfunded request for Fiscal Year 2011-12. Money is available in the
Manager’s Contingency Fund to cover the expense of this project.
Attachments: Request For Proposals
Addenda 1,2,3
Planholder List
NEO Corporation Bid

.
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STATE OF NORTH CAROLINA
COUNTY OF WATAUGA

AGREEMENT

This Agreement is made and entered into by and between Watauga
County, a North Carolina body politic, (hereinafter “the County”), and NEO
Corporation (hereinafter “Contractor”);
In consideration of the following mutual benefits to the parties, it is
agreed:
Contractor shall provide demolition services necessary to complete
the work, all as described upon the attached Request for Proposal. The
parties further agree as follows.
The work shall be performed over a continuous period not to extend
beyond April 15, 2013. Contractor shall assure that the work is completed in
a workmanlike manner, and Contractor acknowledges that the County is
relying upon Contractor’s expertise and experience in selection and
implementation of personnel, materials and any subcontractors.
The work to be completed by Contactor shall be completed in
compliance with all applicable codes, regulations, and laws including (but
not limited to) building, fire, and other safety codes.
The work will be completed by Contractor to the reasonable
satisfaction of the County’s Maintenance Director.
Contractor acknowledges and understands that the premises where the
work is to be completed is public property, and open to the public and
County personnel and operations. To the extent the work is done during
regular business hours or in the presence of or proximity to County
personnel, Contractor will take all necessary measures to assure that the
public and personnel are protected, including by providing appropriate
warnings and by assuring that entrance ways and passages are free and clear
of construction debris, equipment, and materials, and that the premises
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remain in a condition where they can continue to be utilized by the public
and County personnel.
Contractor shall maintain a policy of general liability insurance with
limits not less than $1,000,000 and shall provide workers’ compensation
coverage for all of its employees. Contractor shall further assure that its
subcontractors and their employees are provided with workers’
compensation coverage according to law. Contractor agrees to indemnify
and hold harmless the County, should the County be sued, or any claims be
asserted against the County, by paying all damages, costs, and attorneys’
fees incurred by the County relating to such, when such claims or suits are
the result of negligence or alleged negligence, omissions, or activities of
contractor or its employees, providers, agents, or subcontractors.
Contractor shall be responsible for all clean-up and refuse disposal,
and costs associated therewith, as is necessary to complete the work.
Upon completion of the work to the satisfaction of the Maintenance
Director and proper invoicing, including by allocating the total charges
between labor and materials, Contractor shall be paid $361,750 by the
County for the work completed. Prior to the County having any obligation
to pay, in addition to completion of the work, Contractor shall provide the
County with proof that all material providers, subcontractors, and
independent contractors of Contractor have been paid in full by Contractor.
Contractor will provide a one year warranty from the date of
completion, as to all work and materials provided pursuant hereto.
Should any dispute arise concerning this agreement, litigation
concerning such shall be in the General Court of Justice for Watauga
County, which is the situs of this contract.
As a condition precedent to the Agreement, and prior to
commencement of work or the County having any obligation under this
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Agreement, Contractor shall provide the County with a performance bond to
assure and secure Contractor’s full performance hereunder, in a form
acceptable to the County and its attorney.
This document constitutes the complete agreement between the parties
hereto. There are no oral terms to this agreement, and any additional terms
to or modification of this agreement shall be in writing and signed by all
parties, in order to have any binding effect.
The invalidity of any portion of this Agreement shall not affect the
enforceability of the remaining portions hereof.

This the _______ day of _______________, ________.

WATAUGA COUNTY

________________________

By: ________________________

________________________

________________________

________________________

________________________

________________________

________________________

________________________

________________________

________________________

Date

Date

This instrument has been pre-audited in the manner required by the Local Government
Budget and Fiscal Control Act.

_______________________________
Margaret Pierce
Watauga County Finance Director
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Request For Proposals
Watauga County seeks Proposals from individuals or firms interested in providing services for
the demolition and removal of a 237,000 square foot building located in Boone, NC. The scope
of the project includes all demolition services to completely remove buildings, foundations,
basements and other site improvements. Proposals will be accepted until 2:00pm on April 26,
2012 in the Watauga County Maintenance Office, 969 West King Street, Boone, NC 28607.
Contact Robert Marsh, Watauga County Maintenance Director at 828-264-1430 or email
robert.marsh@watgov.org for additional information regarding this project.
I.

INTRODUCTION

Watauga County is seeking proposals from qualified North Carolina Licensed General
Contractors to demolish a 237,000 square foot building located at 400 High School Drive,
Boone, NC 28607, Watauga County PIN#2910027724000.
II.

SUBMISSION OF PROPOSALS

Sealed proposals for this project shall be submitted in accordance with the SCOPE OF WORK
outlined below, on or before 2:00 p.m. April 26, 2012. Proposals shall include a bid bond or
certified cashier’s check in the amount of 5% of the total bid price. Proposals shall be
submitted in a sealed envelope marked, “Old WHS Demolition Project.” Proposals will be
opened and read aloud at that time. Proposals shall be submitted to:
Watauga County Building Maintenance Department
969 West King Street
Boone, NC 28607
III.

SCOPE OF WORK

1. The Contractor shall furnish all supervision, labor, materials, tools, machinery,
equipment and services for the completion of the Project.
2. The Contractor shall obtain and comply with all Federal, State and local licenses and
permits that are required and shall pay all fees for such licenses and permits. The
Contractor shall abide by all Federal, State and local regulations applicable to this
Project. Copies of all permits shall be delivered to the County prior to the
commencement of work.
3. The Contractor shall furnish a report conducted by a North Carolina accredited asbestos
inspector of suspect asbestos containing materials prior to demolition. The report shall
be submitted to the County and the Health Hazard Control Unit of the North Carolina
Department of Health & Human Services, Division of Public Health. The cost of this
report shall be included in the proposal.
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4. The Contractor shall submit unit pricing to safely remove and dispose of asbestos
containing materials found in the Project in accordance with all Federal, State and local
laws.
5. The Contractor shall demolish and remove all structures, footings, foundations and
walkways within the Project boundary.
6. The Contractor shall remove all materials from the property and recycle or otherwise
legally dispose of these materials in a certified landfill at the Contractor’s expense.
Copies of disposal tickets must be submitted to the County.
7. The Contractor shall stabilize the site by the installation of erosion control measures and
shall comply with all regulations and environmental laws to ensure that no off-site
contamination occurs. The site shall be contoured with enough suitable fill material to
blend smoothly in to the existing grade. All denuded area shall be seeded with straw.
8. The Contractor shall ensure High School Drive remains open to traffic and that
equipment or trucks do not pose a hazard to the traveling public.
9. The Contractor shall disconnect and/or cap off and remove any on-site utilities. The
contractor shall make all necessary arrangements with utility companies for the
disconnecting of all service and the removal of and recovery by them of all meters,
telephones and other utility facilities or equipment owned by them. The Contractor
shall also arrange for and actually effect the disconnecting/capping off and closing of
water and sewer connections to buildings, including but not limited to any work that
must be done in addition to that normally done by the utility company, in conformity
with all applicable codes and regulations of the local Boards of Health.
10. The Contractor shall be fully and solely responsible for the safe work and complete
safety compliance of the Contractor’s employees and agents, and the worksite, in
accordance with all applicable Federal, State and local laws and regulations that may
apply, including OSHA.
IV.

SALVAGE RIGHTS

All materials located within the Project boundary become the property of the Contractor upon
the bid award. The Contractor may store and sell salvaged items during the performance of the
Contract at his sole discretion.
V.

PROJECT SCHEDULE

The Contractor shall state in the proposal the anticipated number of calendar days to complete
the work. All work shall be completed by April 15, 2013.
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VI.

BONDS AND INSURANCE

1. Proposals shall include a bid bond or certified bank check in the amount of 5% of the
total bid price for the project.
2. Within thirty days of the award of the contract the Contractor shall furnish a
performance bond in the full amount of the contract.
3. The Contractor shall submit proof of insurance acceptable to the Watauga County
Finance Office.
VII.

AWARD OF CONTRACT

1. The County reserves the right to reject any and all bids, to waive any and all
informalities, not involving price, time or changes in the work, and to negotiate contract
terms with the Successful Bidder, and the right to disregard all non-conforming, nonresponsive, unbalanced or conditioned bids. Also, the County reserves the right to
reject in whole or in part the bid of any Bidder if the County when, in the County’s sole
opinion, believes that it would not be in the best interest of the project or the County
to make an award either in whole or in part to that bidder, whether because the bid is
not responsive, the Bidder is not qualified, of doubtful financial ability, has a history of
poor performance and/or difficulty with previous County work, or fails to meet any
other pertinent standard or criteria established by the County.
2. In evaluating bids, the County will consider the qualifications of the Bidders, whether
or not the bids comply with the prescribed requirements, and such alternates, unit
prices and other data, as may be requested in the bid form or prior to the Notice of
Award.
3. The County recognizes that award of the Contract is dependent on the availability of
funding and, therefore, the County makes no guarantees as to an award of a contract,
to any Bidder. If the Contract is to be awarded, it will be awarded to the lowest Bidder
whose evaluation by the County indicates to the County that the award will be in the
best interest of the County.
VIII.

BID FORM
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BID FORM
WATAUGA HIGH SCHOOL DEMOLITION PROJECT
NAME OF COMPANY ____________________________________________________
ADDRESS ____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
NC CONTRACTORS LICENSE NUMBER ________________________________________
Total Bid Price for Demolition and Removal

$_______________

Alternate One – Demolition and Removal of all Sports Facilities

$ _______________

Alternate Two – Unit Pricing for Asbestos Containing Materials
9” Gray Floor Tile 28,437 sf

$_____________

12” White Floor Tile 2,800 sf

$ _____________

Black Mastic on Roof Drain Line

$ _____________

Yellow Sheet Flooring 171 sf

$ _____________

Alternate Three – Unit Price for Removal of ACM
MATERIAL
Floor Tile
Mastic on Pipes
Mastics on floors,
baseboards,
flashings etc.
Pipe Insulation
Transite Building
Components
Roofing Materials
Plaster

QUANTITY
<250 SF

QUANTITY
>250 SF
SF

SF

QUANTITY
<100 LF

QUANTITY
>100 LF

SF
LF

LF

LF

LF

LF

LF

SF

SF

SF

SF

SF

SF

SF
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IX.

ATTACHMENTS
1. Primary Bid Drawings
a. FP2
b. FP3
2. AHERA Report 7/7/2010
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Project: Old Watauga High School Demolition Project
Date: April 18, 2012
I. QUESTIONS FROM CONTRACTORS
1. How long are the bids required to stay open?
Sixty days from date of bid submission.
2. Is a North Carolina General Contractor’s License required?
Yes
3. Is there asbestos in the boilers?
Smith Boiler Company was contacted and they said that asbestos was not used
in these boilers during production at the factory.
4. Is an Asbestos Report required?
Yes. The Contractor that the bid is awarded to is required to provide an Asbestos
Report/Design prior to beginning demolition. See RFP Section III (3).
5. Is the asbestos abatement contractor required to post a bond?
No, however the General Contractor that is awarded the bid shall post a performance bond for
all work included in the scope of the contract.
6. Is the Contractor required to remove transformers, oils, paints, liquids, etc?
The Contractor shall legally dispose of all such materials located inside the project boundary.
The boundary for the primary bid is shown in Attachment 1. (a.) FP2 and (b.) FP3. See RFP
Section III (6) and (9).
7. Is the contractor required to provide erosion control measures?
Yes. See RFP Section III (7).
8. Is site security fencing required?
Fencing is not required by the County, however the Contractor shall not violate any Federal,
State or Local code including OSHA. See Section III (10).
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9. Can crushed building components such as brick or block be used for backfilling the basement or
foundation voids?
No. The Contractor shall import fill. See RFP Section III (6) and (7).
10. When is the approximate date for the Bid Award?
July 2, 2012
11. When can work commence?
Upon notification of Bid Award by the County.
12. Is there a limit on the number of days to complete the project?
Yes, the project must be completed by April 15, 2013. See RFP Section V.
13. Does the County have need for the gravel that is crushed on-site?
No. The Contractor may store materials on-site until the April 15, 2013 completion date.
14. Can the concrete be crushed on-site?
Yes.
15. Is water available at the site?
Yes, however the Contractor is responsible for coordination with the Town of Boone and the
expense for the water service and usage charges.
16. Are the ball fields, sports lighting, tennis courts, parking lots, mobile office trailer behind the
school part of the scope of work?
No.
17. Is the Contractor responsible for removing the concrete under the bleachers or the bleachers?
No. Alternate One includes the buildings at the sports facilities: Visitors Concession, Home
Concession, Field House and Public Restroom Building at the Tennis Courts.

II. REVISED BID FORM
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REVISED 4/18/12

BID FORM
WATAUGA HIGH SCHOOL DEMOLITION PROJECT
NAME OF COMPANY ____________________________________________________
ADDRESS ____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
NC CONTRACTORS LICENSE NUMBER ________________________________________
CALENDAR DAYS TO COMPLETE PROJECT _____________________________________
Total Bid Price for Demolition and Removal

$_______________

Alternate One – Demolition and Removal of all Sports Facilities

$ _______________

Alternate Two – Unit Pricing for Asbestos Containing Materials
Floor Tile and Mastic 34,672 sf

$_____________

Black Mastic on Roof Drain Line

$ _____________

Yellow Sheet Flooring 171 sf

$ _____________

Alternate Three – Unit Price for Removal of ACM
MATERIAL
Floor Tile and
Mastic
Mastic on Pipes
Mastics on floors,
baseboards,
flashings etc.
Pipe Insulation
Transite Building
Components
Roofing Materials
Plaster

QUANTITY
<250 SF

QUANTITY
>250 SF
SF

SF

QUANTITY
<100 LF

QUANTITY
>100 LF

SF
LF

LF

LF

LF

LF

LF

SF

SF

SF

SF

SF

SF

SF
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*This Bid shall remain viable and subject to Bid Award by the Watauga County Board of County
Commissioners for sixty days upon submission.

_____________________________________________
Contractor (Print or Type)

________________________
Date

_____________________________________________
Signature

Subscribed and sworn to before me this __________________ day of _____________________
Notary Public: _____________________________________
My Commission Expires: _____________________________
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IX. ATTACHMENTS
1. Primary Bid Drawings
a. FP2
b. FP3
2. AHERA Report 7/7/10
3. Asbestos Floor Tile and Mastic Drawing (2) pages
4. Asbestos Testing Results 4/12/12 (6) pages
5. Planholder List Revised 4/17/12 (3) pages
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ADDENDUM TWO

PROJECT: Old Watauga High School Demolition
DATE: April 25, 2012

Please be advised the Bid Date for this project has been changed. Proposals will be accepted until 2:00
p.m. on May 7, 2012 in the Watauga County Maintenance Office, 969 West King Street, Boone, NC
28607.
Watauga County will issue Addendum Three to address the handling and disposal of building
components suspected of containing lead based paint.
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ADDENDUM THREE
PROJECT: Old Watauga County High School
DATE:
I.

May 1, 2012
Lead Paint Containing Materials

The County conducted lead paint testing on April 30, 2012. Approximately 600 locations were
tested including walls, floors and baseboard surfaces on the interior and exterior of the Old
Watauga High School Building. No lead was detected in the painted surfaces with the following
exceptions:
1. Ceramic Wall Tile (11,786 SF) – This product is located in the locker rooms, kitchen and
bathrooms within the 1964 section of the building.
2. Rubber/Vinyl Base (850 LF) – Located mostly in the 1964 section of the building

THE BIDDER SHALL INCLUDE THE COST FOR REMOVAL OF LEAD CONTANING MATERIALS IN
THE PRIMARY BID PRICE.
II.

Revised Bid Form (attached)
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BID FORM
WATAUGA HIGH SCHOOL DEMOLITION PROJECT

REVISED 5/1/12

NAME OF COMPANY ____________________________________________________
ADDRESS ____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
NC CONTRACTORS LICENSE NUMBER ________________________________________
CALENDAR DAYS TO COMPLETE PROJECT _____________________________________
Total Primary Bid Price for Demolition and Removal

$_______________

Alternate One – Demolition and Removal of all Sports Facilities

$ _______________

Alternate Two – Unit Pricing for Asbestos Containing Materials
THE COST FOR REMOVAL OF THESE ITEMS SHALL BE INCLUDED IN THE TOTAL PRIMARY BID
PRICE FOR DEMOLITION AND REMOVAL LISTED ABOVE.
Floor Tile and Mastic 34,672 sf

$_____________

Black Mastic on Roof Drain Line

$ _____________

Yellow Sheet Flooring 171 sf

$ _____________
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Alternate Three – Unit Price for Removal of ACM
MATERIAL
Floor Tile and
Mastic
Mastic on Pipes
Mastics on floors,
baseboards,
flashings etc.
Pipe Insulation
Transite Building
Components
Roofing Materials
Plaster
Rubber or Vinyl
Baseboard and
Mastic

QUANTITY
<250 SF

QUANTITY
>250 SF
SF

SF

QUANTITY
<100 LF

QUANTITY
>100 LF

SF
LF

LF

LF

LF

LF

LF

LF

LF

SF

SF

SF

SF

SF

SF

SF

*This Bid shall remain viable and subject to Bid Award by the Watauga County Board of County
Commissioners for sixty days upon submission.
_____________________________________________
Contractor (Print or Type)

________________________
Date

_____________________________________________
Signature

Subscribed and sworn to before me this __________________ day of
_____________________
Notary Public: _____________________________________
My Commission Expires: _____________________________
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CONTACT

EMAIL

Clear Site Industrial
Charlotte, NC
Target Construction
Charleston, SC
Jimmy Lynch and Sons
Pilot Mtn., NC
Builders Exchange
Knoxville, TN
Construction Data
Environmental Holding Group
Charlotte, NC
Omega Demolition
Elgin, IL
QAS
Greensboro, NC
Complete Demolition Service
Carrollton, GA
Empire Dismantlement
Grand Isle, NY
ISQ
Demtek
Spartanburg, SC
NEO Corporation
Canton, NC
Causey Demolition
Asheboro, NC
GME Demolition LLC
Charlotte, NC
JW Hampton
Boone, NC

Brandon
Shoaf
Mike Aiken

bshoaf@clearsiteindustrial.com

Cathy Snow

csnow@jrlynchandsons.com

Maiken3000@gmail.com

Tiffany
Tess
Stephanie
Kegley
Jennifer

skegley@ehgllc.com
estimating@omega-demolition.com

Justin Cox

jcox@qasservices.com

Ella Kraus

james@cds@att.net

Denise

DATE OF SITE
VISIT
4/11 Wed
Shop

PLAN
SERVICE Y/N
N

4/19 Thu
10:00 WHS

N

336-368-4047

Y

865-525-0443

Y
N

512-634-5979
70 4- 3635434
630-837-3000

4/20 11:00
WHS
Will not bid

704-210-2138

N

N

N

800-823-2774
Ext 501
770-830-9996

empiredc@sysr.com

N

716-773-7707

Nicole Pierson
Brandon
Stepp
Greg Pressley

nhughes@isqft.com
info@demtekllc.com

Y
N

864-580-2099

N

800-822-1247

Brandon
Causey
Greg McCoy

Bcausey711@yahoo.com

4/10 Wed
10:00 Shop

N

336-736-0742

N

704-496-1540

C. HamptonSmith

jwhampton@bellsouth.net

4/16 10:30
WHS
4/16 2:30
WHS

N

828-264-7103

gpressley@neocorporation.com

gmedemolitionllc@bellsouth.net

4/12 Thu
2:00 WHS

PHONE #

N
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NAME / LOCATION

WHS DEMOLITION PLANHOLDER LIST
Robert
Chaplin
Joshua
Haltom
Chris Scissom
F. Perkins
Thomas
O’Brien
Greg Mauldin

chaplinandsons@aol.com

N

Josh.haltom@nssccorp.com

N

Joesph
Stritmatter

js@ncmgroup.com

Boone Const
Foscoe, NC
Dallas Lawrence Const.
Boone, NC
Southern Environmental Services,
Inc.

Ron Funk

DD Trucking & Grading, Inc
Winston Salem, NC
Darren Moretz
Boone, NC
Blackwater Enterprises Inc
Rocky Mt., NC
Reed Const Data
Norcross, GA
Eggers Const.
Banner Elk, NC
AGC
Charlotte, NC
E. Luke Greene Company
Johnson City, TN

cscissom@dhgriffin.com
tobrien@sabredemolition.com

4/23 Mon
10:30 WHS

706-945-0838

N

276-669-7333

N

315-320-4233

N

336-688-5472

N

704320-0766

N

963-8607

4/12 Thur
9:00 WHS

N

828-963-7200

N

770-933-0005

4/16 Mon
1:00 WHS

N

336-922-4126

N

828-964-1006

Greghpb1165@aol.com
4/17 Tue
10:00 WHS

D. Lawrence

dlconst@skybest.com

Tom Wasson

tom.wasson@sesi.net

Chip Johnson

chipjohnson@triad.twbc.com

Darren
Moretz
L. Gray Price

dlmoretz@bellsouth.net
grayprice@ymail.com

N

252-217-4871

Shauna
Morgan
Bill Cook

Shauna.morgan@reedbusiness.com

Y

800-294--0504

N

828-898-5862

Brady Buckley

bbuckley@carolinasagc.org

4/11Wed
3:30 WHS

Dawn Melton

dawn@elukegreene.com

4/18 10:00
WHS

N

bcook@skybest.com

Y
423-926-1151
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Chaplin and Sons Clearing and
Demolition, Augusta GA
National Salvage & Service Corp.
INDIANA
D.H. Griffin Wrecking Co. Inc
NC/TN
Sabre Demolition
New York State
High Point Builders LLC
High Point, NC
NCM
Charlotte, NC

WHS DEMOLITION PLANHOLDER LIST
Jennifer
Nichols
Paul Oxendine

Jennifer.nichols@jrvannoy.com

N

336-846-4287

poxendine@carolinasenvironmental.com

N

336-309-2305

Applied Abatement Concepts
Kings Mtn., NC
Roy Consulting Group Corp
Charlotte, NC
Taylor and Murphy
Asheville, NC

Kathy Culver
Don Haynes
James Roy

aa@demo@yahoo.com

N

704-730-0701

jroy@royconsultinggroup.com

N

704-698-4111

Jeff Bradley

jbradley@taylorandmurphy.com

N

828-667-4526
ext. 307

EME Industrial Services, LLC
Greensboro, NC
Tristar of America
Atlanta, GA
Cambro
Morganton, NC
Tristar Evironmental
Norcross, GA
Critical Power Exchange
Spokane, WA
East Coast Demolition and
Recycling, Hartsville, SC
SB Cox, Inc
Richmond, VA
MBI Builders
Wilkesboro, NC
MBH Enterprises

Susan Moore

smoore@emeindustrial.com

N

336-664-0003

Joe Barillari

joe@tristaramerica.net

N

770-368-8700

Jeffrey Moon

jeffreydmoon@gmail.com

N

919-323-5548

Joe Barillari

joe@tristaramerica.net

N

770-368-8080

Nick Peterson

nicholasp@criticalpower.com

N

800-325-9207

Scott Cornell

jsccorn@aol.com

N

704-589-0551

Chase Loomer

c.loomer@sbcoxdemolition.com

N

804-980-0902

Garrett

garrett@MBIbuilders.com

Will not bid

N

mbhenterprises@hotmail.com

336-408-0908

N

704-500-8686

Fleetwood Daniels Group LLC

Clay Hinson

Cdhinson777@hotmail.com

N

919-210-6420

Angel Export/Import

David Dholaria abcdamerica@gmail.com

5/2 10:00
WHS
5/3 11:00
WHS
5/2 11:00
WHS

N

Terry – Lynn LLC

Mitchell
Howard
Amy Miller

N

281-761-7813

amy@terry-lynnllc.com

4/23 11:00
WHS
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J. R. Vannoy Const.
Jefferson, NC
Carolinas Environmental LLC

WHS DEMOLITION PLANHOLDER LIST
Dore and Associates
Bay City, MI
Belfour

Danny Lyons

www.belfour.com

N

800-856-3333
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AGENDA ITEM 9:
PUBLIC HEARINGS TO ALLOW CITIZEN COMMENT
A. Proposed Amendments to the Watauga County Ordinance to Govern Subdivisions and
Multi-Unit Structures

MANAGER’S COMMENTS:
A public hearing has been scheduled to allow citizen comment on proposed amendments to the
Watauga County Ordinance to Govern Subdivisions and Multi-Unit Structures. The majority of
changes requested are designed to encourage affordable housing projects and fire apparatus
access and update definitions of waste water disposal systems. The Planning Board approved
sending the proposed changes to the Board of Commissioners for adoption.
After the public hearing, direction from the Board is requested.
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PUBLIC HEARING NOTICE
The Watauga County Planning Board has proposed amendments to the
“Ordinance To Govern Subdivisions And Multi Unit Structures” to the Board of
Commissioners. Pursuant to NC General Statute 153A-323, the Board of
Commissioners will hold a public hearing at 6:00 pm, Tuesday, May 15, 2012 in
the Commissioners Board Room, County Administration Building, 814 West King
Street, Boone, NC, to consider the proposal. To view the proposed amendments
please click here or visit the Department of Planning & Inspections, 331 Queen
Street, Room 104, Boone, NC. The public is encouraged to attend.
Nathan A. Miller, Chairman
Watauga County Board of Commissioners
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Anita.Fogle
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Joe Furman
Monday, April 23, 2012 3:57 PM
Deron.Geouque
Anita.Fogle; Ric Mattar; Richard Mattar
Proposed amendments to County subdivision regulations
Subdivision Ordinance - Proposed Amendments.docx

Deron,
Periodically (usually about every 2‐3 years), the Planning Board recommends amendments to the Ordinance To Govern
Subdivisions and Multi Unit Structures (short name is subdivision regulations). Changes are usually suggested for a combination
of reasons, including issues identified in ordinance administration, changing conditions, new issues, and state law changes. The
bulk of the changes in this proposal are designed to encourage affordable housing projects, fire apparatus access, and updated
wastewater disposal system definitions. The Planning Board voted at their April meeting to send the proposal to the
Commissioners for adoption. The Commissioners are requested to set a public hearing on the changes (per NC General Statute
153A‐323). Thanks.
Joe
Joseph A. Furman, AICP
Director, Watauga County Planning & Inspections and Economic Development
331 Queen Street, Suite A
Boone, NC 28607
(828) 265-8043
(828) 265-8080 (fax)
joe.furman@watgov.org

1
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WATAUGA COUNTY ORDINANCE TO
GOVERN SUBDIVISIONS AND
MULTI-UNIT STRUCTURES

As Amended
__________, 2012
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ORDINANCE TO GOVERN SUBDIVISIONS
AND MULTI-UNIT STRUCTURES
WATAUGA COUNTY, NORTH CAROLINA
AN ORDINANCE ESTABLISHING COMPREHENSIVE SUBDIVISION REGULATIONS AND
REGULATIONS FOR MULTI-UNIT STRUCTURES FOR WATAUGA COUNTY, NORTH CAROLINA, AND
PROVISION FOR THE ADMINISTRATION, ENFORCEMENT AND AMENDMENT THEREOF.

ARTICLE I
TITLE
This ordinance shall be known and may be cited as the Ordinance to Govern Subdivisions and Multi-Unit
Structures for Watauga County, North Carolina

ARTICLE II
AUTHORITY AND ENACTMENT CLAUSE
The County Commissioners of the County of Watauga, pursuant to the authority conferred by Chapter
153A, Article 18, of the General Statutes of the State of North Carolina, do hereby ordain and enact into
law these Articles and Sections.

ARTICLE III
JURISDICTION AND PURPOSE
SECTION 30.

Jurisdiction

On and after the date of adoption, these regulations shall govern each and every subdivision of land and/or
multi-unit structure within Watauga County (hereinafter referred to as the "County") and outside the
jurisdiction of any incorporated municipality. However, this ordinance may also regulate territory within the
subdivision regulation jurisdiction of any municipality whose governing body by resolution agrees to such
regulation provided, however, that any such municipal governing body may, upon one year's written notice,
withdraw its approval of these County Regulations, and those regulations shall not have further effect
within the municipality's jurisdiction.
SECTION 31.

Purpose

The purpose of these subdivision regulations is to guide and regulate the subdivision of land and/or multiunit structures within the county in order to preserve the public health, safety, and welfare. The regulations
included herein are designed to insure an adequately planned street system and to avoid hazardous
conditions; to avoid overcrowding of the land and extreme concentration of population; to secure safety
from fire, panic, and other dangers; to provide for adequate water and sewage systems, schools, parks and
playgrounds; to insure against flood damage and soil erosion; to facilitate an orderly system for the design,
layout, and use of the land; to insure the proper legal description and monumenting of subdivided land; and
to provide for the re-subdivision of large land parcels.

1
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ARTICLE IV
INTERPRETATION AND DEFINITIONS
SECTION 40.

Word Interpretations

For the purpose of this ordinance, certain words shall be interpreted as follows:
40.01

The word "County" shall mean Watauga County, North Carolina.

40.02

The words "County Commissioners" shall mean the Board of Commissioners of Watauga County,
North Carolina.

40.03

The words "Planning Board" shall mean the Planning Board of Watauga County, North Carolina.

40.04

The words "Planning Staff" shall mean the staff of Planning and Inspections Department of
Watauga County, North Carolina.

40.05

The words "Register of Deeds" shall mean the Register of Deeds for Watauga County, North
Carolina.

40.06

The words "ordinance", "regulations" and "subdivision regulations" shall mean the Ordinance to
Govern Subdivisions and Multi-Unit Structures for Watauga County, North Carolina.

40.07

The word "may" is permissive.

40.08

The word "shall" is mandatory.

40.09

The word "lot" includes the words "plot", "parcel", "tract", or "site".

40.10

The word "building" includes the word "structure".

40.11

The word "street" includes the words "roads and "highway".

SECTION 41.

Definitions

For the purpose of this ordinance, certain words or terms used herein shall be defined as follows:
41.01

BUILDING LINES. Lines tangent to the exterior surface of a building and parallel to front, side
and rear property lines.

41.02

BUILDING SETBACK LINE (MINIMUM). A line parallel with the property line designating an area
bordering the property lines on which no building shall be placed.

41.03

CUL-DE-SAC. A short subdivision street having but one end open to traffic and the other end
being permanently terminated and a vehicular turn-around provided.

41.04

DOUBLE FRONTAGE LOT. A continuous (through) lot which borders two or more streets.

41.05

EASEMENT. A strip of land designated by the property owner for a specified purpose and use
by the public, a corporation, or persons.

41.06

LOT. A portion of a subdivision, or any other parcel of land, intended as a unit for transfer of
ownership or for development or both.

2
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41.07

OFFICIAL MAPS OR PLANS. Any maps or plans officially adopted by the County
Commissioners as a guide to the development of the County.

41.08

PLANNED UNIT DEVELOPMENT. (PUD)The planned unit development is a permitted use
designed to provide for developments incorporating a single type or a variety of related uses
which are planned and developed as a unit. Such development may consist of individual lots or
common building sites. Common land must be an element of the plan related to affecting the
long-term value of the entire development.

41.09

PLAT. A map or plan of a parcel of land which is to be, or has been, subdivided.

41.10

PRIVATE DRIVEWAY. A roadway serving three (3) or fewer lots, building sites or other divisions
of land and not intended to be public ingress or egress.

41.11

ROAD, COUNTY STANDARD. A road constructed and dedicated in accordance with provisions
as set forth in Article VII, Section 71, with provisions for private maintenance.

41.12

ROAD, STATE STANDARD. A dedicated and accepted public right-of-way for vehicular traffic
on which is constructed a road which meets the specifications of North Carolina Department of
Transportation, (See Article VII, Section 71).

41.13

RIGHT OF WAY. A strip of land designated by the owner or other authority or acquired by other
over which other person may legally pass, and on which may be constructed a road or utilities.

41.14

SEWAGE TREATMENT SYSTEMS.
41.141 Individual System. Any sewage treatment facility with a design capacity of less than 3000
gallons per day and discharging to other than surface waters. Will be designed and approved by
the Appalachian District Health Department (ADHD). Any sewage treatment facility with a design
capacity of 3000 gallons per day or more and discharging to other than surface waters will be
designed by a professional engineer and approved by the designated state agency and/or the
ADHD. Individual systems may be shared upon approval of the appropriate agency.
41.141 Individual Systems. Sewage treatment and disposal systems designed to serve a single
connection utilizing the soil for the subsurface disposal of partially treated or treated sewage
effluent. Individual systems with a design capacity of less than 3,000 gallons per day will be
designed and approved by the Appalachian District Health Department. Individual systems
with a design capacity of 3,000 gallons per day or more will be designed by a professional
engineer and approved by the designated state agency or the Appalachian District Health
Department, whichever is applicable. Individual systems may be shared upon approval of the
appropriate agency.

and

41.142 Non-Discharge System. Any sewage treatment facility designed to serve multiple units
discharging to other than surface waters. Will be approved by the designated state agency.
41.142 Non-Discharge Systems. Sewage treatment and disposal systems designed to serve
multiple connections utilizing the soil for the subsurface disposal of partially treated or treated
sewage effluent. Non-Discharge systems will be approved by the designated state agency.
41.143 NPDES System. Any sewage treatment facility owned and operated by the county, any
municipality, a sanitary district, a property owner’s association, or a utility company and
discharging into surface waters. This includes any connection to these systems. Will be approved
by the designated state agency.
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41.143 NPDES Systems. Sewage treatment and disposal systems designed to serve multiple
connections discharging into surface waters of the state and subject to the National Pollutant
Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit program. NPDES systems include those that are
owned and operated by the County, a municipality, a sanitary district, a property owners
association, utility company and any connections thereto. NPDES Systems will be approved by the
designated state agency.
41.15

SUBDIVIDER. Any person, firm, or corporation who subdivides or develops any land deemed to
be a subdivision.

41.16

SUBDIVISION. A "subdivision" shall include all divisions of a tract of land into two or more lots,
building sites, (including buildings constructed for rental purposes) or other divisions when any
one or more of those divisions are created for the purpose whether immediate or future, of sale
or building development, and shall include all divisions of land involving the dedication of a new
street or a change in existing streets; provided, however, that the following shall not be included
within this definition nor be subject to the regulations prescribed by this ordinance:
41.161 The combination or recombination of portions of previously platted lots where the total
number of lots is not increased and the resultant lots are equal to or exceed the standards of the
county as shown in this ordinance, and documented with a recorded plat or a map attached to
recorded deed(s).
41.162 The division of land into parcels greater than (10) acres where no street right-of-way
dedication is involved.
41.163 The public acquisition by purchase of strips of land for the widening or opening of
streets.
41.164 The division of a tract in single ownership whose entire area is no greater than two (2)
acres into not more than three (3) lots, where no street right-of-way dedication is involved, and
where the resultant lots are equal to or exceed the standards of the county as shown in this
ordinance.
41.165 The division of land solely among members of the same family, which shall include all
lineal descendants or ancestors plus brothers, sisters, aunts, uncles, fathers-in-law, mothers-inlaw, brothers-in-law, sisters-in-law, nieces, nephews and stepchildren by any method of transfer
except where the parties contemplate development for resale, and where the resultant lots are
equal to or exceed the standards of the county as shown in this ordinance.
41.166 The division of land by court ordered/approved division except where the parties
contemplate development for resale.

41.17

UNIT. A structure or portion of a structure which is a single, habitable dwelling or single place of
business.

41.18

WATER SUPPLY SYSTEMS.
41.181 Individual Systems. A well, spring, stream or other source used to supply a single
connection.
41.182 Community Systems. A water system serving two (2) or more connections and not
qualifying as a public water supply (PWS) under North Carolina regulations.
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41.183 Public Systems. A water system owned and/or operated by the county, any municipality,
water district, property owner's association, or utility company that qualifies as a public water
supply (PWS) under North Carolina regulations.
41.19

WORKING DAYS. Days the Watauga County Administrative offices are open for business.
ARTICLE V
PLANNING BOARD REVIEW AND LEGAL STATUS PROVISIONS

SECTION 50.

PLANNING BOARD REVIEW AND APPROVAL

.

Pursuant to N.C.G.S. 153A-332 unless otherwise noted, no real property within the jurisdiction of this
ordinance shall be subdivided and offered for sale or a plat thereof recorded until a preliminary and final
plat have been reviewed and approved by the Watauga County Planning Board as provided hereinafter.
Plans of group developments for housing, commercial, industrial, or other uses, or for any combination of
uses shall be submitted in the same manner as other plats for review by the Planning Board.
SECTION 51.

BUILDING PERMITS.

Approval of the final plat by the Planning Board shall be required before issuance of any building permit for
a structure to be erected in a subdivision, except in Planned Unit Developments, or up to two (2) may be
issued in any subdivision to the owner/developer only, when the owner is also the developer.
SECTION 52.

RECORDING OF PLATS.

No subdivision plat of land within the County's jurisdiction shall be filed or recorded until it has been
submitted to and approved by the Watauga County Planning Board or Staff, and until this approval is
entered in writing on the face of the plat by the designated representative of the County Planning Board.
SECTION 53.

DUTY OF REGISTER OF DEEDS

The Register of Deeds shall not file or record a plat of a subdivision of land located within the territorial
jurisdiction of the County that has not been approved in accordance with these provisions, nor shall the
Clerk of Superior Court order or direct the recording of a plat if the recording would be in conflict with this
section.
No subdivision plat of land within a Public Water Supply Watershed shall be filed or recorded by the
Register of Deeds until it has been approved in accordance with the provisions of Watauga County's
Watershed Protection Ordinances. Likewise, the Clerk of Superior Court shall not order or direct the
recording of a plat if the recording of such plat would be in conflict with the watershed protection
ordinances.
SECTION 54.

SEVERABILITY.

Should any section or provision of this ordinance be decided by the courts to be unconstitutional or invalid,
such decision shall not affect the validity of the ordinance as a whole or any part thereof other than the part
so declared to be unconstitutional or invalid.
SECTION 55.

EFFECTIVE DATE.

This ordinance shall take effect and be in force from and after its enactment the 17th day of April, 1985.
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SECTION 56.

RELATIONSHIP TO EFFECTIVE CHANGES IN THE ORDINANCE.

It is not intended that this ordinance will in any way repeal, annul, or interfere with any valid permits or
approvals which were legally issued under previous ordinances for the use or development of land or
structures. In addition, future changes in this ordinance shall not repeal, annul, or interfere with any valid
permits or approvals issued pursuant to this ordinance prior to said changes. This provision shall include
approved master plans for phased developments. If the density in the approved master plan is not
increased, any plats and extensions thereof shall be subject to the ordinance under which the original
master plan was approved.
ARTICLE VI
PROCEDURES FOR REVIEW AND APPROVAL OF SUBDIVISIONS
SECTION 60.

Plat Required on Any Subdivision of Land.

Pursuant to N.C.G.S. 153A-330, a final plat shall be prepared, approved, and recorded pursuant to the
provisions of this ordinance whenever any subdivision of land takes place. Prior to recording, such plat
shall be approved pursuant to Article V. To secure such approval, the subdivider shall follow the
procedures established in this Article as applicable.
SECTION 61.

Submission of Preliminary Plat.

A preliminary plat meeting the requirements of this ordinance shall be submitted for review and shall be
approved by the Planning Board before any improvements or land disturbing activities are made in a
subdivision. One(1) copy of this plat shall be submitted to the Planning Staff at least two (2) weeks before
the meeting of the Planning Board at which time it is to be reviewed. Prior to the meeting and subsequent
to staff review, eight (8) copies along with the plat fee as specified in Section 61.01 shall be submitted.
A Developer Authorization Form (Appendix M) must accompany the Preliminary Plat application when the
application is made by person(s) other than the land owner(s).
The Planning Staff shall provide that the following agencies be given an opportunity to make
recommendations concerning an individual subdivision plat before the plat is approved: Appalachian
District Health Department, Department of Transportation, County School District. The Planning Staff shall
transmit copies of the plat to those agencies and others upon their request.
The Planning Board shall review the preliminary plat and negotiate with the subdivider for any changes
required in order that the subdivision may comply with the provisions of this ordinance and for such other
changes as may be found desirable. The Planning Board shall take formal action on the preliminary plat at
the first regular meeting date (Normally the 3rd Monday evening of each month) after receipt of the plat.
Within five (5) days after its action on the plat, the Staff shall notify the subdivider by letter indicating the
action taken.
After receiving approval of the preliminary plat by the Planning Board and the erosion control plan by the
staff (and not before that time), the subdivider may proceed to construct the proposed road and other
improvements in accordance with the requirements of this ordinance and as shown on the approved
preliminary plat.
61.01

Fees. The developer shall pay an inspection fee of an amount specified from time to time by the
Watauga County Commissioners. Half of said fee shall be paid at the time of submission of the
preliminary plat (the fee shall be paid before the plat will be placed on the Planning Board meeting
agenda); the remainder shall be paid at submission of the final plat.
For a planned unit development the developer shall pay an inspection fee at the rate provided
above for each structure in the development. No fees are required for master plan review.
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SECTION 62.

Specifications for Preliminary Plat.

The preliminary plat shall be at a scale of one-hundred (100)feet to one (1) inch or larger and shall be on a
sheet, 18" x 24". However, if the size and shape of the property is such that a sheet 18" x 24" will not
accommodate the entire tract, a sheet not larger than 24" x 36" may be used, and in unusual
circumstances may be at a scale of no smaller than 1"=200'. The following information shall be required as
applicable. In addition, the developer shall provide one (1)reproducible 11”x 17” or smaller copy of the plat.
62.01

A sketch vicinity map showing the relationship of the proposed subdivision with the surrounding
area.

62.02

The location of existing property lines, streets, buildings, water courses, transmission lines,
sewers, bridges, and water mains, city and county lines (if adjoining) and any public utility
easements.

62.03
62.04

Boundaries of the tract shown with distances and approximate acreage.
Evidence of access right-of-way from state road.

62.05

Names of adjoining property owners and/or subdivisions.

62.06

Zoning classification, if any, both on the land to be subdivided and on adjoining land.

62.07

Proposed streets, street names, rights-of-way, roadway widths, approximate grades, curve
radiuses, and proposed drainage facilities.

62.08

Other proposed rights-of-way or easements showing locations, widths and purposes.

62.09

Proposed lot lines, lot numbers, and approximate area. Statement that all lots will comply with the
Subdivision Regulations.

62.10

Proposed minimum building set back lines.

62.11

Proposed utility layouts (sewer, water, electricity) showing connections to existing systems or plans
for central water system or package sewage system, or designation for individual water and
sewage.

62.12

Proposed parks, open spaces, or any other public areas.

62.13

Name of owner, developer, engineer and registered surveyor.

62.14

Title, date, north point, and graphic scale.

62.15

Statement of intended use of the lots (single or multi-family).

62.16

Evidence of N.C.D.O.T. driveway connection permit, if applicable, shall be submitted prior to
preliminary plat approval.

62.17

When an area covered in the plan includes or abuts a water area (stream, river or lake) the
following additional information is required:
62.171 Relationship with floodway and flood plain as delineated by the county floodway boundary
and flood insurance rate maps.
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62.172 Any proposed dock lines beyond which no dock structure may be constructed.
62.173 Methods of providing ingress and egress from uplands to water area.
62.174 Names of the owners of the water area.
62.18

A soil erosion control plan (3 copies) shall be submitted to the Planning Staff. Grading shall not
commence until the erosion control plan is reviewed and approved by the Planning Staff and the
Soil and Water Conservation District and a grading permit is issued. See appendix B - D for
further detail.

62.19

If road (s) are to be "county standard", the developer shall maintain the road(s) until such time as a
property owners association assumes maintenance. Prior to final plat approval, the developer
shall comply with Section 71.012 Section 71.011 concerning recording of property owners
association road maintenance provisions.

SECTION 63.

Minor Subdivisions

63.01

Procedures set forth here for handling applications for approval of minor subdivisions are
intended to simplify processing of routine small subdivisions with due regard to protection of the
public interest.

63.02

For the purpose of these regulations, a minor subdivision is defined as any subdivision requiring
no variances and consisting of not more than ten (10) lots. One phase of a phased development
cannot be considered a minor subdivision unless the entire development is not more than 10 lots.

63.03

After January 1, 2006, all new divisions of land shall comply with all of the requirements of this
ordinance, with the exception of the following:. The division of one (1) lot or tract out of a larger
tract will be allowed provided 1) the new lots meet the size, dimensional, and setback
requirements of this or any applicable ordinance; 2) no public street or road dedication or change
in existing public streets or road is involved; 3) the original lot or tract was created prior to
January 1, 2006 and is over ten (10) acres in size; or 4) if the original tract is less than ten (10)
acres, it shall have been created prior to June 15, 1973, or be otherwise exempt from this
ordinance; 5) only one (1) such division shall be allowed from the original tract without total
compliance with this ordinance.

63.04

The Watauga County Planning Staff shall review the preliminary plat of each minor subdivision
and shall find that it either is or is not a minor subdivision and shall find that it either does or
does not meet the requirements of this ordinance. Said findings shall be stated in writing and
recorded in the records of the Planning Board. Based upon said findings the Staff shall either
approve, not approve, or approve conditionally the proposed minor subdivision.

63.05

A decision by the Planning Staff shall be made within fifteen days of submission of the proposed
minor subdivision to the Staff and the decision of the Staff is subject to appeal by the subdivider
to the Planning Board which must act on appeals at its next regular meeting.

63.06

A final plat shall be submitted to the Watauga County Planning Staff for consideration and
approval before the conveyance of any of the property or the recording of the plat.

SECTION 64.

Phased Developments.

If a developer proposes that a subdivision (including PUD's) will be constructed in phases, the following
procedure shall apply.
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64.01

A master plan showing the entire proposed subdivision and the phases of development,
proposed density, proposed type and location of utilities, and proposed development timetable
shall be submitted to the Planning Board for approval.

64.02

Each phase of development shall be preceded by submission and approval of a preliminary plat
as outlined in Section 62 unless such plat submission is waived by the Planning Board. The
master plan may be submitted prior to or simultaneously to submission of the preliminary plat for
the first phase of development.

64.03

As each phase is completed, a final plat must be submitted and approved for that phase as
outlined in Sections 65 and 66.

64.04

Approval of the master plan need not be renewed unless density increases are proposed.

SECTION 65.

Submission of Final Plat.

Unless a final plat is submitted to the Planning Board within eighteen (18) months from the date on which
the preliminary plat was approved, such action on the preliminary plat shall become void and of no effect,
and will necessitate the resubmission of the preliminary to the Planning Board for consideration, except in
the case of preliminary plats for Planned Unit Developments, which do not expire. One (1) copy of this plat
shall be submitted to the Planning Staff at least two (2) weeks before the meeting of the Planning Board at
which time it is to be reviewed. Prior to the meeting and subsequent to staff review, eight (8) copies along
with the plat fee as specified in Section 61.01 shall be submitted. Roads and lots shall be clearly marked
in the field upon submission of the final plat.
65.01

Final Plat. The final plat shall be drawn on reproducible mylar. The final plat shall constitute only
that portion of the approved preliminary sketch plan which the subdivider proposes to record
provided that such portion conforms to all requirements of this ordinance. All final plats shall be
on sheets with overall measurements of 18" x 24" and shall be on a scale no smaller than 1" =
100'. In addition, the developer shall provide one (1)reproducible 11”x 17” or smaller copy of the
plat.
The final plat shall show as applicable:
65.011 A sketch vicinity map showing the location of the subdivision in relation to the
surrounding area.
65.012 The right-of-way lines and easements of all streets and roads, and access right-of-way
to state road.
65.013 Lot lines and lot numbers showing bearings and distances, and lot sizes. All
dimensions should be to the nearest one-hundredth (0.01) of a foot and angles to the nearest
minute.
65.014

Minimum building setback lines. (Show typical lot setback; not required of all lots.)

65.015 Relationship with floodway and flood plain as delineated by the county floodway
boundary and flood insurance maps.
65.016 Sufficient data to determine readily and reproduce on the ground the location, bearing
and length of every street line, lot line, boundary line, and block line whether curved or straight.
65.017

Accurate location and description of all monuments and markers and block tie lines.
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65.018 The names and locations of adjoining subdivisions and streets, and the location and
ownership of adjoining un-subdivided property, including water areas.
65.019

Title, date, name, and location of subdivision, graphic scale, and true north point.

65.020

Name of owner, developer, surveyor, engineer and land planner.

65.021 Reservations for easements, and areas to be dedicated to public use or sites for other
than residential use shall be shown on the plat with notes stating their purposes.
65.022

One of the following statements:

Drinking water source to be individual or shared wells (not a community or public water
supply). Wastewater disposal method to be septic tanks. Individual lots have/have not
been approved by Appalachian District Health Department for septic system.
OR
Drinking water source to be a public water supply (name system if to be connected to
existing system, or indicate proposed new supply). Wastewater disposal method to be
septic tanks. Individual lots have/have not been approved by Appalachian District Health
department for septic system.
OR
Drinking water source to be a community water system (name system if to be connected to
existing system, or indicate proposed new supply). Wastewater disposal method to be
septic tanks. Individual lots have/have not been approved by Appalachian District Health
Department for septic system.
OR
Drinking water source to be individual or shared wells (not a community or public water
system). Wastewater disposal method to be NPDES sewer (name system if to be connected
to existing system, or indicate proposed new system).
OR
Drinking water source to be a public water supply (name system if to be connected to
existing system, or indicate proposed new supply). Wastewater disposal method to be
NPDES sewer (name system if to be connected to existing system, or indicate proposed new
system).
OR
Drinking water source to be a community water supply (name system if to be connected to
existing system, or indicate proposed new supply). Wastewater disposal method to be
NPDES sewer (name system if to be connected to existing system, or indicate proposed new
system).
65.023

Location and size of culverts/ drainage facilities.

65.024

Density in units per acre if PUD.

65.025

Variances granted, if any.
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65.026
Reference shall be made on final plat to deed book and page number of recorded
Restrictive Covenants and/or Road Maintenance Agreement.
65.03

The following certificates shall be shown on the final plat as applicable:
65.031

Certificate of Ownership and Dedication

I (We) hereby certify that I am (we are) the owner(s) of the property shown and described here
on, that the property is within the regulatory jurisdiction of Watauga County, and that I (we)
hereby adopt this plan of subdivision with my (our) free consent, establish all lots, and dedicate
all streets, alleys, walks, parks, easements, right-of way, and other open spaces to public or
private use as noted.
___________
____________________________
DATE
OWNER
65.032

Certificate of Accuracy

"The undersigned surveyor, being duly sworn, deposes and says that the plat upon which this
certificate appears was prepared in accordance with N.C.G.S.47-30 as amended, is in all
respects correct according to the best of his knowledge and belief, and was prepared from an
actual survey made by him on the ______________ day of __________________ 20___, with
maximum linear error of closure of __________________________ and a maximum field error
of angular closure of ____________________.
65.0321 (may be combined with 65.032)
Pursuant to N.C.G.S. 47-30, the surveyor shall certify to one of the following.
a.

That this survey creates a subdivision of land within the area of a county or municipality
that has an ordinance that regulates parcels of land;

b.

That this survey is located in a portion of a county or municipality that is unregulated as to
an ordinance that regulates parcels of land;

c.

Any one of the following:
1.

That the survey is of an existing parcel or parcels of land and does not create a
new street or change an existing street;

2.

That the survey is of an existing building or other structure, or natural feature, such
as a watercourse; or

3.

That the survey is a control survey.

d.

That this survey is of another category, such as the recombination of existing parcels, a
court ordered survey, or other exception to the definition of subdivision;

e.

That the information available to the surveyor is such that the surveyor is unable to make a
determination to the best of the surveyor's professional ability as to provisions contained in
(a) through (d) above.

65.033

Certificate of the Approval of Water and Sewage System

I hereby certify that the water supply and sewage disposal utility system installed, or proposed
for installation, in each lot of the subdivision entitled _________________________________
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fully meets the requirements of the undersigned agency(ies), and are hereby approved as
shown.
___________
_______________________________________
DATE
APPALACHIAN DISTRICT HEALTH DEPARTMENT
_______________________________________________________
NC PUBLIC WATER SUPPLY SECTION
_______________________________________________________
NC DEPT. OF ENVIRONMENT AND NATURAL RESOURCES
65.034

Certification of the Approval of Streets and Utilities

I hereby certify: (1) that streets, utilities and other improvements have been installed in an
acceptable manner and according to County specifications in the subdivision entitled
________________________________________________ or (2) that a security guarantee in
the amount of $______________or cash in the amount of $_______________ has been
posted with the county to assure completion of all required improvements in case of default.
________
DATE
65.035

_________________________________________
WATAUGA COUNTY AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE
Certificate of Approval of Recording.

I hereby certify that the subdivision plat shown hereon has been found to comply with the
Subdivision Regulations of Watauga County, North Carolina, with the exception of such
variances, if any, as are noted in the Minutes of the Planning Board and are recorded on the
plat and that it has been approved by the Watauga County Planning Board at their regular
meeting of _____________ for recording in the office of the County Register of Deeds.
__________
DATE
65.036
65.040)

________________________________________
WATAUGA COUNTY AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE

Certificate of Approval of Recording. (watershed; can be combined with 65.035 or

I certify that the plat shown here on complies with the Watershed Protection Ordinance and is
approved by the Watauga County Planning Board or Staff (choose which is applicable) for
recording in the Register of Deeds Office.
__________
DATE

_________________________________________
WATAUGA COUNTY AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE

NOTICE: This property is located within a Public Water Supply Watershed – development
restrictions may apply.
65.037

Certificate of Approval and Acceptance of Dedications

I,___________________________________, the Authorized Representative of Watauga
County, North Carolina, do certify that Watauga County approved of this plat or map and has
accepted the dedication of the streets, easements, right-of-way, and public parks shown
thereon, but assume no responsibility to open or maintain the same until, in the opinion of the
governing body of Watauga County it is in the public interest to do so.
___________
DATE

_________________________________________
WATAUGA COUNTY AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE
12
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Certification of Approval of N.C.D.O.T Division of Highways

65.038

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
DIVISION OF HIGHWAYS
PROPOSED SUBDIVISION ROAD
CONSTRUCTION STANDARDS CERTIFICATION
APPROVED _____________________________
DISTRICT ENGINEER
DATE _________________________________
(or as otherwise specified by D.O.T.)
Certificate of Exemption

65.039

I hereby certify that the plat shown here on is exempt from the Watauga County Ordinance to
Govern Subdivisions and Multi Unit Structures pursuant to Section __________ of the
ordinance. No approval is required.
________
DATE

________________________________________
WATAUGA COUNTY AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE

65.040 Certificate of Approval of Minor Subdivision
I hereby certify that the subdivision plat shown hereon has been found to comply with the
Subdivision Regulations of Watauga County, North Carolina. It has been approved as a minor
subdivision as defined in Section 63 of the Subdivision Regulations for recording in the office
of the County Register of Deeds.
________
DATE

________________________________________
WATAUGA COUNTY AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE

(NOTE: Authorized representatives shall be the Director of Planning and Inspections and the
Property Development Coordinator II, and in their absence, the Chairman and Vice Chairman
of the Planning Board.)
SECTION 66.

APPROVAL OF FINAL PLAT.

Upon receipt of the final plat, the Planning Board and Staff shall review it for compliance with the provisions
of the ordinance. The Planning Board may approve the plat in whole or in part, or subject to modifications.
Failure of the Planning Board to take formal action on the final plat after receipt of the plat at least two (2)
weeks prior to the regular meeting date(3rd Monday evening of each month) shall be deemed approval of
submitted plat. (The regular meeting may be postponed, but for no more than one (1) week.)The approval
of the final plat by the Planning Board shall be on the condition that such plat be recorded in the office of
the Register of Deeds within one (1) year after such approval. The original tracing of the final shall be
made available by the subdivider for authentication when the Planning Board takes final action approving
the plat.
66.01

The developer shall pay an inspection fee of an amount specified from time to time by the
Watauga County Commissioners. Half of said fee shall be paid at the time of submission of the
preliminary plat; the remainder shall be paid at submission of the final plat. Fees shall be paid
before the plat will be placed on the Planning Board meeting agenda.
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66.02

For a planned unit development the developer shall pay an inspection fee at the rate provided
above for each structure in the development. No fees are required for master plan review.

SECTION 67.

Appeals

If either a preliminary or final plat is not approved by the Planning Board, the subdivider may appeal his
case to the Watauga County Board of Commissioners within 30 days, by submitting written notice of
appeal to the County Manager’s Office. The notice of appeal shall state the grounds for the appeal. The
County Manager shall schedule a hearing for the next regular Board of County Commissioners’ meeting
(provided the appeal is received prior to the meeting agenda deadline) and notify the appellant of this
meeting. The Board of Commissioners shall render a decision affirming, reversing, or modifying the
decision of the Planning Board.
A decision of the Board of Commissioners on an application for Appeal may be appealed to the Watauga
County Superior Court by an aggrieved party. Such appeal shall be in the nature of certiorari and must be
filed within thirty (30) days of the filing of the decision with the Clerk to the Board.
SECTION 68.

Advisory Opinion.

A subdivider is encouraged to submit a sketch to the Planning Staff prior to submission of a preliminary plat
if he wishes to ascertain the feasibility of development of his property.

ARTICLE VII
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS AND MINIMUM STANDARDS OF DESIGN
SECTION 70.

General Requirements.

The subdivider shall observe the following general requirements and principles of land subdivision.
70.01

Suitability of Land. Land which has been determined by the Watauga County Planning Board on
the basis of engineering and/or other studies prepared by licensed professionals to pose an
ascertainable danger to life or property by reason of its unsuitability for the use proposed shall
not be platted for that purpose, unless and until the subdivider has taken the necessary
measures to correct said conditions and to eliminate said dangers.
70.011 Land subject to flooding may be considered unsuitable for building development. The
decision by the Planning Board shall be based on flooding history of the area and survey
information furnished by Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) as delineated on the
Watauga County Floodway Boundary and Flood Rate Insurance Maps. Subdivision
developments shall comply with the Watauga County Flood Damage Prevention Ordinance.
70.012 Generally, property which has a natural cross slope of fifty (50) percent or more is
considered unfeasible for subdivision development. Any variance beyond a fifty (50) percent
slope shall require the approval of the Planning Board. See Appendix H for method of defining
average cross slope

70.02

Conformity to Existing Plans. All proposed subdivisions shall conform to any adopted plans for
the county and to any applicable regulations of any existing County Zoning Ordinance.
Whenever a tract to be subdivided embraces any part of a state maintained road, as designated
on any officially adopted plan, such part of such public right-of-way shall be platted by the
subdivider in the location and at the width indicated by said plan and provisions of this ordinance.
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70.03

Coordination and Continuation of Streets. The proposed street layout within a subdivision shall
be coordinated with the existing street system of the surrounding area and where possible,
existing principle streets shall be extended.

70.04

Access to Adjacent Properties. Where, in the opinion of the Planning Board it is necessary to
provide for street access to an adjoining property, proposed streets shall be extended by
dedication to the boundary of such property and a temporary turnaround shall be provided. This
provision shall apply only to roads which will be state maintained (dedicated to the public).

70.05

Access Right-of-Way. Where a right-of-way, less than forty-five (45) feet, which provides access
to property proposed for subdivision had been granted prior to June 15,1973, and the developer
presents proof in writing that he cannot feasibly obtain a forty-five (45) foot right-of-way to the
property then he may be permitted to develop the property provided he secure at least a thirty
(30) foot right-of-way into the property proposed for subdivision. If the right-of-way is less than
thirty (30) feet, the Planning Board may grant a variance for development provided that the road
width will meet county standards. Less-than-county-standard-width may be permitted under
extreme circumstances in the judgment of the Planning Board, provided the access right-of-way
is no greater than 300 feet in length and there are no view obstructions from either end of the
access. Roads providing access to subdivisions shall meet the same standard as the roads
within the subdivision unless a variance specifying otherwise is granted by the Planning Board.
In all cases where less than a forty-five (45) foot right of-way is used for access to a subdivision,
this fact shall be contained in the disclosure statement and shown on the final plat as specified in
Subsection 65.012. For purposes of this section, access road shall not include any statemaintained road. When an access road passes by an existing structure, the subdivision
developer shall make efforts to protect the structure(s) from visual, noise, stormwater and other
impacts potentially caused by the access road.

70.06

Large Tracts or Parcels. Where land is subdivided into larger parcels than ordinary building lots,
such parcels should be arranged so as to allow for the opening of future streets and logical
further re-subdivisions.

70.07

Marginal Access Streets. Where a tract of land to be subdivided adjoins a principal arterial street
or a major arterial street, the subdivider may be required to provide a marginal access street
parallel to the arterial street or reverse frontage on a minor street for the lots to be developed
adjacent to the arterial. Where reverse frontage is established, private driveways shall be
prevented from having direct access to the expressway.

70.08

Lots. All lots shall front, except as provided in Section 72.016, with a minimum of forty (40) feet
on a dedicated through street; thirty (30) feet on cul-de-sacs. Double frontage lots shall be
encouraged where terrain necessitates double frontage for reasonable access to property.

70.09

Street Names. Proposed streets which are obviously in alignment with existing streets shall be
given the same name. In assigning new names, the provisions of the Ordinance Establishing
Names For Public And Private Roads In Watauga County shall apply. Street names shall be
subject to the approval of the Planning Staff.

70.10

Name of Subdivision. The name of a subdivision shall not duplicate nor closely approximate the
name of an existing subdivision within the county.

70.11

Natural Assets. In any subdivision due consideration will be given to preserving natural features
such as trees, ponds, streams, rivers, lakes and for any historical sites which are of value not
only to the subdivision but to the county as a whole.

70.12

Erosion Control. In order to prevent soil erosion and sedimentation of streams, springs, flat water
bodies, or other drainage networks, the subdivider shall retain the natural vegetation cover
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wherever possible. Further, land cleared of the natural vegetation shall be reseeded or replanted
with an appropriate vegetative cover which shall be approved by the Planning Staff and Soil and
Water Conservation District. In all cases of street construction, or land disturbing activity of one
half (1/2)acre or more, the subdivider shall comply with the Watauga County Soil Erosion Control
Ordinance. Also see appendix B-D for further detail.
70.13

Storm Water Drainage. The subdivider shall provide an adequate drainage system for the proper
drainage of all surface water. The design of such a system shall be subject to the approval of the
Planning Staff.
70.131 No surface water shall be channeled or directed into a sanitary sewer.
70.132 Where feasible, the subdivider shall connect to an existing storm drainage system.
70.133 Where an existing storm drainage system cannot feasibly be extended to the
subdivision, a surface drainage system shall be designed to protect the proposed development
and adjoining property from water damage.

70.14

Proposed Water and Sewage Systems. The preliminary subdivision plat must be accompanied
by satisfactory evidence as to the proposed method and system of water supply and sanitary
sewage collection and disposal.
70.141 Where the system is to be connected to the system owned and operated by the Towns
of Boone, Blowing Rock, Beech Mountain, Seven Devils, or any associated sanitary district, or
any sanitary facility of Watauga County, but not constructed by the municipalities or county, the
preliminary subdivision plat shall be accompanied by a letter of approval from the proper official
representing the owner of the existing system to which the proposed system is to be connected.
After preliminary approval but prior to installation of a public water or sewer system, the
developer shall present to the Planning Board plans for the proposed system, prepared by a
registered engineer and approved by the proper official representing the owner of the system to
which the proposed system is to be connected, and by the designated state agency.
70.142 Where community water/sewer systems are proposed, the preliminary plat shall be
accompanied by a letter of approval from the proper official of the designated state agency or the
Appalachian District Health Department, whichever is applicable. The developer shall note the
type of systems to be utilized on the preliminary and final plat and shall record with the Watauga
County Register of Deeds an instrument setting forth provisions for the establishment of a
property owner’s association for the purpose of assessing dues for maintenance of the
community systems by purchasers of property which will be served within the development. The
developer shall maintain community systems at least until such time that the property owner’s
association assumes maintenance.
70.143 Where the proposed system does not contemplate the use of facilities owned and
operated by any of the above, the developer shall note on the preliminary and final plat that each
lot shall have an individual water supply and sewage disposal facility to be approved by the
Appalachian District Health Department. The developer shall note further which lot(s) have or
have not received prior approval for septic tank use by the Appalachian District Health
Department.

70.15

Cemeteries: Where a subdivision plat encompasses an existing cemetery - whether active or
abandoned - the subdivider shall provide permanent access to the cemetery.

SECTION 71.

Design Standards for Streets
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The design standards for subdivision streets shall meet either the minimum construction standards for
secondary roads as required by the N.C. Department of Transportation or the minimum construction
requirements for county standard roads. When state standards are to be met, the developer shall submit
proposed road specifications for the approval of the local Department of Transportation office prior to
submitting a preliminary plat. It is recommended that subdivision roads be constructed to meet D.O.T.
requirements in all areas where terrain is suitable for D.O.T. approval.
71.01

County Standard Roads. County standards may be utilized under the following conditions:
71.011 If the approved road/street is a “county standard” road, the developer shall record with
the Watauga County Register of Deeds an instrument setting forth provisions for the
establishment of a property owners association for the purpose of assessing dues for
maintenance of the road(s) within the development. The developer shall maintain the road at
least until such time that the property owners association assumes maintenance.
71.011
Prior to the recording of the final plat, the developer shall record a Declaration of
Restrictions and/or approved Road Maintenance Agreement having provisions for the
establishment of a property owner’s association for the purpose of assessing dues for road
maintenance. The developer shall maintain the road at least until such time that the property
owner’s association assumes maintenance.
71.012
A subdivision disclosure statement shall be submitted as required in N.C.G.S. 136102.6. Such statement fully discloses the status (public or private) of the road upon which lots
front.
71.012

County standard roads shall be maintained to the original graveled or paved width.

71.013
The Planning Staff may perform periodic inspections to insure that the roads are being
maintained to the required width.
71.02

Design Requirements for County Standard Roads.
71.021 Right-of-Way Width. Right of way width for County standard roads shall be not less than
forty-five (45) feet.
71.022 Width of Road. Graded width of road bed including ditch and shoulder areas shall have a
minimum width of twenty five (25) feet. This amount may be reduced pursuant to Section 71.024.
71.023 Stoned or Paved Area. Road travel area may be either stoned or paved, and shall have
a minimum width of eighteen (18) twenty (20) feet.
71.0231 Where stone is used, it shall be "crusher-run" or DOT approved "ABC" stone
compacted to a minimum of four (4) inches. In locations where soil conditions require
additional stone to attain a stable road bed, the developer shall add the required amount of
stone before attaining approval of the final plat.
71.0232 If the developer elects to pave county standard roads, he shall meet
requirements of the State Department of Transportation pertaining to stone base and top
surface.
71.024 Shoulder Areas and Ditches. Shoulder area on cut side shall be a minimum of four (4)
feet in width and shall provide a drainage ditch of adequate size to accommodate storm water
run-off based on terrain and location. Shoulder width on fill side shall be a minimum width of
three (3) feet. In locations where cuts are required on both sides of the road, drainage ditches
and shoulders shall occupy approximately three and one-half (3 1/2) feet wide on each side. The
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Planning Staff may recommend shoulder design which differs from the above during site
inspection and depending upon terrain and cut and fill. In addition, the staff may approve a
reduction in shoulder area on the ditch side of up to one and one-half (1 1/2) feet where the road
is paved and "roll type" curb and gutter is used. The total reduction in shoulder area could be
three (3) feet if there is a ditch on both sides. This reduction is dependent upon adequacy of this
design to handle runoff as calculated by the erosion control plan.
71.025 Road Grades. Maximum grade shall be fifteen (15) percent. A variance up to eighteen
(18) percent may be granted by the Planning Board in extreme cases where terrain prohibits a
lesser grade to attain access to a nearby area, if in the opinion of the Planning Board such
variance will not create a hazardous or destructive condition. In no case shall a variance be
granted for road grades exceeding eighteen (18)percent.
In addition, for any road containing grade(s) exceeding fifteen (15) percent, the entire road
network shall be paved unless deemed unnecessary by the Planning Board in considering the
variance. The Planning Board may require the placement of safety barriers on curves of such
roads. The Planning Board shall also require a slope stake road profile for roads (or portions of
roads where practical) with grade(s) fourteen (14) to eighteen (18) percent subsequent to
preliminary plat approval. Certification of road grade by a NC licensed surveyor shall be required
when deemed necessary by the Planning Board or Staff.
71.026 Culverts and Drainage. Culverts shall be of adequate size to discharge storm water
from any given area depending upon terrain and location. Minimum culvert size shall be
eighteen (18) inches (may be reduced at the discretion of the Planning Staff) inside diameter and
shall be located and installed as recommended by the project engineer or as recommended by
the Planning Staff.
71.0261 Culverts may be made of any NCDOT approved material and design and shall
be installed on a constant grade of a sufficient degree to insure proper drainage and a
minimum danger of becoming clogged with debris or mud.
71.0262 All culverts shall have a minimum cover of twelve (12) inches of well
compacted earth. The first six (6) inches of earth surrounding the culvert shall be free of
stones larger than two (2) inches square.
71.027 Curve Radius. All curves in county standard roads shall have a radius of no less than
thirty five (35) feet.
71.028 Bridges. Proposed bridges which will be part of a county standard road or bridges used
by more than one house, townhouse or duplex shall be constructed and maintained in
accordance with AASHTO HB-17 and designed to accommodate two (2) lanes of traffic unless a
variance for a one (1) lane bridge is granted by the Planning Board. Factors to be considered by
the Board in deciding upon such variances are: (1) environmental impact of a one (1) lane bridge
as opposed to a two (2) lane bridge; (2) density (number of houses to be served by bridge); (3)
traffic flow (one lane bridges should not be placed so as to cause traffic to back up onto a major
thoroughfare).
In any event, bridges serving more than one house, townhouse or duplex shall be permitted and
constructed to meet NC Department of Transportation specifications, except that the width may
be reduced to twenty (20) feet. Confirmation that bridges meet such specifications may be
provided by either Department of Transportation engineer or a registered private engineer. In
addition, one-lane bridges shall include gravel or paved turnouts on each side of the bridge(s) to
provide access to the water body for fire-fighting equipment where feasible. Developers
proposing bridges should request an advisory opinion from the Planning Staff to assist in
designing appropriate and adequate bridges. Private bridges shall be maintained by the
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developer or property owners association. Suggested maintenance procedures are found in
Appendix I. It is recommended that these or similar procedures be adopted as an annual
procedure.
71.029 Cul-de-sacs. Turn-around right-of-way width shall be a minimum of one hundred
(100)feet in diameter for round-design cul-de-sacs; the travel surface shall be a minimum of
seventy (70) feet in diameter. Provided, however, that if terrain prevents construction of a rounddesign cul-de-sac, "tee" and "y" types of turn-arounds may be constructed; right-of-way shall be
forty-five (45)feet in width; travel surface shall be eighteen (18)feet. See Appendix K for
drawings.
71.030
Turnarounds. County standard roads shall be provided with turnarounds located as
near as practical to the first 1000 foot point and each 1000 foot point thereafter, but not to vary by
more than 100 feet longer. Road right-of-way shall be established so as to encompass
turnarounds.
71.031
Property Lines - - Concerning County Standard Roads. Roads which are to have a
forty-five (45) foot right-of-way may also have the property line located along and with the
centerline of the road with a twenty-two and one-half (22 1/2) foot road right-of-way measured
from the centerline to each side of the road. If this method is used it shall be clearly indicated on
the plats and incorporated in all deed conveyances. If the developer elects, he may place
property line(s) twenty-two and one-half (22 1/2) feet from the centerline of the road(s) thereby
providing a forty-five (45) foot right-of way.
71.0311 Property line markers (iron rod, granite, or concrete monument) shall be placed
on the side property lines at a point measured twenty-two and one-half (22 1/2) feet from
the center of the road where a forty-five (45) foot right-of-way is provided.
71.0312 The minimum building set-back distance from the road abutting the front of the
property shall be forty (40) feet from the center of a forty-five (45) foot right-of-way. This
will place the structure 17 1/2 feet behind the right-of-way line.
71.032
Designation of Road Status. All roads shown on the preliminary and final plats shall
be clearly noted as to which roads are county standard and which are constructed to meet N.C.
Department of Transportation requirements.
71.0321 It is permissible to have both county standard and state approved roads within a
subdivision. It is suggested that for a subdivision of substantial size with a main entrance road
entering from an existing state road which will have a length of one thousand (1000) feet or
more and may be extended in the foreseeable future, the entrance road should be
constructed to meet N.C. Department of Transportation standards. This plan is suggested in
order to insure mail delivery, state road maintenance and school bus service to a closer
proximity of property owners located on county standard roads which may intersect the new
public road.
71.0322 Construction of a county standard road intersecting an existing state road with the
intention of connecting and serving a new state approved road is prohibited.
71.033
Disclosure. The developer shall comply with N.C.G.S.136-102.6 which provides for a
Disclosure Statement from the developer to the purchaser setting forth the status (whether public
or private) of the road on which the property is located. The disclosure statement shall also fully
disclose the party or parties upon whom responsibility for maintenance of such roads shall rest.
71.034
Prior to recording of the final plat, the developer shall record a Declaration of
Restrictions having provisions for the establishment of a property owners association to establish
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reasonable assessments for road maintenance. County standard roads shall be maintained to
the original graveled or paved width. The Planning Staff may inspect from time-to-time to insure
that the roads are being maintained to the required width.
SECTION 72.

Design Standards for Lots

The lot size, width, depth, shape and orientation, shall be appropriate for the location and terrain of the
subdivision and for the type of development and use contemplated.
72.011 Lot Area. (SEE ALSO TABLE 1)
72.0111 Lots served by public/community water and NPDES sewer shall have an area of at
least eight thousand (8000) square feet.
72.0112 Lots served by NPDES sewer but individual water shall have an area of at least ten
thousand (10,000) square feet.
72.0113 Lots served by individual sewer shall have an area of at least twenty-one thousand,
seven hundred eighty (21,780) square feet (one-half acre). These requirements shall be
increased on the recommendation of the Appalachian District Health Department based on site
investigations or percolation rates and subsoil conditions.
72.0114 Lots located within drinking water supply watersheds shall comply with the size
requirements specified for WS-I, WS-II, WS-III, or WS-IV found in the Watauga County
Watershed Protection Ordinances.
72.0115 Individual lots within townhouse developments or townhome conversions must
include an individual dwelling, together with front and rear yards or rights to yards in common
areas, but are otherwise exempt from minimum lot area and setback requirements.
TABLE 1 - LOT AREA REQUIREMENTS
PUBLIC/COMMUNITY
WATER, NPDES &
NON-DISCHARGE
SEWER SYTEMS

PUBLIC/COMMUNITY
WATER, INDIVIDUAL
SEWER SYSTEMS

INDIVIDUAL WATER
INDIVIDUAL SEWER
SYSTEMS

INDIVIDUAL WATER
NPDES SEWER
SYSTEMS

Minimum Lot
area in square
feet
Minimum Lot
width in feet

8,000

21,780

21,780

10,000

75-average
40-street line**

75-average
40-street line

75-average
40-street line

75-average
40-street line

Minimum lot
depth in feet

125-average

125-average

125-average

125-average

5.4
(conventional)
6.155 (PUD***)

2
(conventional)
2.261 (PUD***)

2
(conventional)
2.261 (PUD***)

4.3
(conventional)
4.924 (PUD***)

Density in units
per acres

**
***

Street line width for cul-de-sacs may be 30 feet.
Multiply gross area by figures shown here. These figures have 15% deduction for roadways built
in. These figures do not apply where the average cross slope is 30% or greater.
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NOTES: (1) PUDs served by shared individual or nondischarge sewer systems (see definitions) shall be
permitted density of 4.522 units per acre (this figure has 15% roadway deduction built it); density
permitted where average cross slope exceeds 30% shall be 4 units per acre.
(2) Minimum lot size requirements may exceed those shown above if subdivision is located in
areas of the County affected by the following state and local regulations:
Valle Crucis Historic District Ordinance (9-1-90)
Foscoe-Grandfather Zoning Ordinance (11-6-90)
Watershed Protection Zoning Ordinance (Winklers Creek, Howards Creek, Norris Branch,
Flat Top Branch, South, East and Middle Forks New River) (1-1-94)
High Quality Waters (HQW) regulations (Watauga River, Boone Fork Creek, Howards Creek)
(8-1-90)
Outstanding Resource Waters (ORW) regulations (Elk Creek) (3-1-89)
(3) Setback: 15 feet from side and rear property lines; 40 feet from center of 45 foot right-of-way.
(4) Appalachian District Health Department regulations require that 1 unit = 2 bedrooms for
individual sewer systems.
(5) Minimum lot areas are exclusive of road right-of-way.
(6) Formula for units per acre: #units divided by total acres. Example: 10 units on 2 acres = 10/2=
5 units per acre.
(7) Except as set forth in Section 72.016, A residential lot, meeting the minimum standards of this
ordinance, or being a lot which was established prior to June 15, 1973, may accommodate a
single residence, a duplex, or a single residence and a detached secondary residence such as a
garage apartment, provided there are no more than two (2) units.
72.012 Lot Width. All lots shall have an average width of seventy-five (75) feet and a minimum
width at the street line of forty (40) feet, thirty (30) feet on a cul-de-sac.
72.013 Lot Depth. All lots shall have an average depth of at least one hundred twenty-five (125)
feet.
72.014 Orientation of Lot Lines. Side lot lines are encouraged to be designed substantially at
right angles or radial to street lines depending upon terrain.
72.015 Panhandle Lots. The Planning Board or Staff may approve panhandle lots where it is
impractical to serve an isolated lot by a state or county standard road. The frontage of the
panhandle lot shall have a minimum width of thirty-five (35) feet which will provide an access
strip between two standard lots to the isolated building site. The area of such strip shall be
excluded in computing the lot area and the length of said strip shall not exceed three-hundred
(300) feet. If the panhandle widens to seventy (70) feet or more, it shall be included in the
acreage calculation.
72.016 Access to Lots. All lots within a subdivision shall have direct vehicular access to state or
county standard roads, provided however that access to a maximum of three (3) lots (each lot
containing no more than one residential unit) may be provided through use of a shared private
driveway. A shared private driveway shall not exceed eighteen (18) percent grade, shall be
contained within a 20 foot or greater right-of-way, and shall have a 35 foot minimum curve radii.
Driveway travel area may be either stoned or paved and shall have a minimum width of ten (10)
feet with a vertical clearance of not less than 13 feet 6 inches. The travel area must be designed
to support the loads imposed by fire apparatus and provide all weather driving capabilities.
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Driveways that exceed 1,000 feet in length shall have an approved pullout area with a minimum
width of 10 feet and minimum length of 40 feet to allow for two-way traffic. The Planning Board
may require pullouts where deemed necessary and where terrain permits for long shared
driveways. Shared driveways shall be constructed at the time of final plat submission. There shall
be no obstructions within the right-of-way of shared driveways. The developer shall record with
the Watauga County Register of Deeds an instrument setting forth provisions for maintenance of
the shared driveway and shall maintain the driveway at least until such time that the maintenance
is assumed by others. The provisions of this subsection are applicable to shared driveways
serving more than one subdivision, or a subdivision and property outside of the subdivision.
Decisions of the staff may be reviewed by the Planning Board upon written appeal submitted to
the Director of Planning and Inspections within thirty (30) days of the staff decision.
72.017 Building Setback Lines. The minimum building setback distance shall be as stipulated in
Table 2. Structures subject to setback requirements may be completed without regard to older,
more stringent setback requirements found in older subdivisions. Building setbacks shall be
measured from the property line to any part of the structure above ground, including eaves and
overhangs, but not including walkways or driveway/parking areas. The owner or contractor shall
certify compliance with setbacks prior to inspection of the building footings.
TABLE 2
BUILDING SETBACK REQUIREMENTS
Type of Setback

Amount of Setback

1. Distance from center of right-of-way on
Highways 321, 421, 221, 105, 194.
(includes all frontages of multiple frontage lots)

80 feet, but shall in all cases be at least 15 feet
from the street right-of-way line.

2. Distance from center of right-of-way on
all other streets.
(includes all frontages of multiple frontage lots)

45 feet, or 40 feet per Section 71.0312.

3. Distance from cul-de-sac right-of-way.

15 feet

4. Distance from side property line.

15 feet

5. Distance from rear property line.
(if rear property line does not front on a road)

15 feet

6. Distance (horizontal) from a stream, river, or lake.

To be determined by Watauga County Flood
Damage Prevention Ordinance or other
applicable regulations including but not limited to
High Quality Waters, Outstanding Resource
Waters, and Watershed Protection

SECTION 73.

Design Standards for Easements.

Easements shall be provided as follows:
73.01 Utility Easements. Easements for underground or above ground utilities shall be provided
where necessary across lots or preferably centered on rear or side lot lines and shall be at least
ten (10) feet in width.
73.02 Drainage Easements. Where a subdivision is traversed by a stream or drainage way, a
minimum easement of fifteen (15) feet shall be provided conforming to the lines of such stream.
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ARTICLE VIII
PLANNED UNIT DEVELOPMENT
SECTION 80.

Definition.

A "planned unit development" (PUD) is a tract of land under single, corporate, firm, partnership, or
association ownership which is planned and developed as an integral unit. It is established in a single
development operation or a definitely programmed series of development operations according to an
approved master development plan and a preliminary site plan.
SECTION 81.

Purpose.

It is the objective of this Article to encourage PUD proposals that exhibit such special qualities or concepts
that they may deviate from standard ordinance requirements. These regulations are established in order
that each PUD proposal will be evaluated on its own merits. It is recognized that some proposals or
concepts will be more successful than others and the approval of a specific proposal in one situation does
not mean that a similar proposal would be acceptable in other circumstances. It is also recognized that
only through ingenuity, imagination, and high quality design can residential or commercial developments
be produced which are in keeping with the intent of this article but which are not constrained by the strict
application of conventional use and dimensional requirements of the subdivision regulations.
A Voluntary Alternate Procedure
Use of the PUD procedure is not mandatory for the development of any site or area. Rather, this process
will provide a voluntary alternate development procedure which has one or more of the advantages listed
below.
a) Permit creative approaches to the development of residential or commercial land, reflecting
changes in the technology of land development.
b) Accomplish a more desirable environment than would otherwise be possible, by providing for a
variety of housing types, designs and arrangements.
c) Provide for an efficient use of land which can result in smaller networks of utilities and streets and
reduce development costs.
d) Enhance the appearance of neighborhoods through the preservation of natural features, and the
provision of recreational and open space areas.
e) Provide an opportunity for new approaches to home ownership.
f)

Provide an environment of stable character compatible with surrounding residential and natural
areas.

81.01

Minimum Requirements.

a) The normal lot size, setbacks and frontage requirements are hereby waived for lots or building
sites within the planned unit development, provided that the spirit and intent of this article are
complied with in the total development plan, as determined by the Planning Board. Compliance
with standard subdivision setback requirements along the perimeter of a PUD is required. The
Planning Board shall exercise ultimate discretion as to whether the total development plan does
comply with the spirit and intent of this section.
b) Height limitations: All buildings shall comply with the Watauga County Ordinance to Govern the
Height of Structures or the NC Ridge Law, whichever is applicable.
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c) All streets providing access to a PUD and streets within a PUD shall be constructed to at least
County standards regarding right-of-way and width, and must be paved.
d) Every dwelling unit shall have access to a public or private street, walkway or other area dedicated
to common use, and there shall be provision for adequate vehicular circulation to all development
properties, in order to ensure acceptable levels of access for emergency vehicles.
e) Every planned unit development shall provide at least two (2) off-street parking spaces per
dwelling unit and commercial/office parking and loading space according to the following schedule.
1. Parking space for commercial/office shall consist of one (1) off-street parking space for each
two hundred (200) square feet of gross floor area for operations designed to attract and serve
customers and clients on the premises; one (1) space for each four hundred (400) square feet
of gross floor area for operations designed to attract little or no customer or client traffic other
than employees of the operation; one and one half (1.5) spaces per bedroom for hotels,
motels, and inns; one and one half (1.5) spaces per three (3) employees for industrial and
warehouse uses.
2. Parking spaces shall be a minimum of nine feet by eighteen feet (9’ x 18’) in size.
3. Loading/unloading space for commercial/ office uses shall consist of one (1) space at least
three hundred (300) square feet in size for each five thousand (5000) square feet of gross floor
area.
4. Parking and loading areas for all multi-unit buildings shall be accessible to fire department
apparatus through the use of fire lanes or other means of access approved by the County Fire
Marshal /Emergency Management Office.
81.02
Land Development Standards. Subject to the provisions set forth herein, residential,
office, commercial, or mixed use PUD's are permitted uses. Common land must be an essential
element of the PUD, provided in lieu of standard individual lots. Road and parking areas are not
included in common land for purposes of this subsection.
81.021 Residential Uses. Residential units within a PUD may include single family detached or
attached units, townhouse developments, garden apartments, patio homes, and other type
residential units. Condominium, cooperative, individual, municipal, or any other type of ownership
development may be recorded, and the plan shall be approved as a preliminary and final plat
according to the requirements of the subdivision regulations.
81.022 Non-Residential Uses. Non-residential uses (commercial and office) within residential
PUD's shall not constitute the primary use in the PUD, and non-residential uses shall be carefully
designed to complement the residential uses within the PUD. Commercial/office PUD's are
permitted, and are subject to the same requirements as residential PUD's including Subsection
81.021 above.
81.023 Privacy. Each development shall provide reasonable visual and acoustical privacy for all
dwelling units. Fences, insulation, walkways, barriers, and landscaping shall be used, as
appropriate, for the protection and aesthetic enhancement of property and the privacy of its
occupants.
81.024 Perimeter Requirements. If topographical or other barriers within two hundred (200) feet
of the development do not provide reasonable privacy for existing uses adjacent to the
development, the Planning Board may require that structures located on the perimeter of the
development be well screened in a manner which is approved by the Planning Board. If screening
is required, the standards of Appendix J shall apply.
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81.03
Density. The density which may be constructed within the Planned Unit Development
shall be determined by dividing the gross project area minus fifteen percent (15%) of the total (to
account for roadways) by the required lot area per unit which is required on Table 1 for conventional
subdivisions, and modified by the increases in density permitted under this Section. Density (units per
acre) may be increased (see Table 1) if the character of the development and/or amenities
incorporated in the development warrant such increases provided that in no case shall the density
increase cause the density of the Planned Unit Development to be more than thirty-three percent
(33%) in excess of the density which would be achieved under standard subdivision regulations.
81.031 Limits Upon Density Increases. If the Planning Board finds that any of the following
conditions would be created by an increase in density, it may either deny an application for
increase in density, or limit the increase in density by an amount sufficient to avoid the creation of
any of the following conditions:
a) Inconvenient or unsafe access to the development.
b) Traffic congestion in streets adjoining the development.
c) An excessive burden imposed on parks, recreational areas, schools, and other public facilities
which serve or are proposed to serve the development.
81.032 Denial of Density Increases. The increases in density shall not apply where the average
cross slope is thirty (30) percent or greater. See appendix H for method of determining average
cross slope.
81.04
Conveyance and Maintenance of Common Land. Conveyance and maintenance of
common land, common elements, open space, recreational areas and other facilities owned in
common shall be in accordance with the Unit Ownership Act (Chapter 47-A of the North Carolina
General Statutes), the Condominium Act (Chapter 47-C), the Planned Community Act (Chapter 47-F)
and/or any other applicable state or federal law.
81.05

Improvements

81.051 Circulation Facilities. The arrangement of public and common ways for pedestrian and
vehicular circulation in relation to other existing or planned streets in the area, together with
provisions for street improvements, shall be in compliance with standards set forth in
Subsections 81.023 71.023 and 81.024 71.024 above (unless a variance for one lane traffic has
been granted). Upon application by the developer and good cause shown, the Planning Board
may permit changes or alterations of such standards which are consistent with the spirit and intent
of this section.
81.052 Utilities. Whenever reasonably possible, all Planned Unit Developments shall provide for
underground installation of utilities (including electricity and telephone) in both public ways and
private extensions thereof. Provisions shall be made for acceptable design and construction of
storm water facilities including grading, gutters, piping, treatment of turf to handle storm waters and
erosion prevention. Utilities and maintenance of facilities shall be in accordance with the
requirements and regulations of the appropriate governmental authority having jurisdiction thereof.
A planned unit development application shall not be approved unless adequate assurance is given
that public or community water and sanitary sewer service will be available, except that upon
application by the developer and good cause shown, the Planning Board may modify or waive this
requirement provided such action is consistent with the spirit and intent of this section.
81.053 Pedestrian Circulation. Any pedestrian circulation system and its related walkways shall
be insulated as completely and as reasonably as possible from the vehicular street system in
order to provide separation of pedestrian and vehicular movement. This shall include where
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deemed to be necessary by the Planning Board pedestrian underpass or overpass in the vicinity of
schools, playgrounds, local shopping areas, and other neighborhood uses which generate a
considerable amount of pedestrian traffic.
81.06

PUD Reviewed As Subdivision

It is the intent of this regulation that subdivision review under these regulations be carried out as an
integral part of the review of a Planned Unit Development under the Section. The plans required under
this Section must be submitted in a form which substantially will satisfy requirements of these
regulations for the preliminary and final plat approvals. The plans may also be subject to review by the
County Board of Adjustment if the PUD is proposed in a zoned area. Approval of a Conditional Use
Permit for a PUD by the Board of Adjustment shall constitute preliminary plat approval; Planning Board
approval of preliminary plat(s) is not required. The Planning Board shall approve all final plats. The
Planning Staff has the authority to approve final plats consisting of up to ten (10)lots or buildings. The
Planning Board shall approve all other final plats.
81.061 Phased Developments. If the proposed PUD is to be developed in phases, the developer
shall submit a master plan as specified in Section 64 of this Ordinance.
81.062 Advisory Opinion. Prior to formal master plan or a preliminary plat submission, the
developer is encouraged to submit a sketch plan of the PUD to the Planning Staff in order to obtain
an advisory opinion of the project's feasibility.
SECTION 82.

Affordable Housing PUD.

It is the objective of this section to encourage the provision of housing that is affordable to low and
moderate income households. These regulations are established in support of Watauga County’s adopted
Affordable Workforce Housing policy (See Appendix “L”) and provide a voluntary alternative procedure to
encourage development of housing affordable to all income levels, particularly first time home buyers.
The following are definitions of the words or terms utilized in this Section:
Affordable Dwelling Unit. A dwelling unit that is offered for sale or rent at a total monthly mortgage or rental
price (including utilities) which is no greater than 1/12 of 30% of the Area Median Income as established
annually by the United Stated Department of Housing and Urban Development, adjusted for assumed
household size based on unit size. The assumed household size shall be (2) persons in a one bedroom
unit, (3) persons in a two bedroom unit, and (4) persons in units containing three or more bedrooms.
Affordable Housing PUD. A Planned Unit Development, as defined by Section 80., in which 51% or more of
the included dwelling units meet the definition of an Affordable Dwelling Unit.
82.01

Minimum Requirements.

The minimum requirements for development of an Affordable Housing PUD shall be as established in
Section 81.01, with the exception of the following:
a.)

Streets within an Affordable Housing PUD shall be constructed in accordance with Section
71.023. The right-of- way shall not be less than thirty (30) feet.

b.)

Affordable Dwelling Units within an Affordable Housing PUD shall provide one (1) off-street
parking space per unit.

c.)

When an Affordable Housing PUD contains both Affordable Dwelling Units and market rate
housing, the Affordable Dwelling Units shall be intermixed with the market rate units.
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d.)

When an Affordable Housing PUD contains both Affordable Dwelling Units and market rate
housing, the general exterior design and appearance of the Affordable Dwelling Units shall be
compatible with the market rate units.

82.02

Land Development Standards.

The land development standards for an Affordable Housing PUD shall be as established in Section
81.02.
82.03

Density.

The density which may be constructed within an Affordable Housing PUD shall be determined by the
capacity of the proposed water and sewer systems, provided that the proposed density does not result
in the any of the following conditions:
a.)

Inconvenient or unsafe access to the development.

b.)

Traffic congestion in the streets adjoining the development.

c.)

An excessive burden imposed on parks, recreation areas, schools and other public facilities which
serve or are proposed to serve the development.

82.04

Conveyance and Maintenance of Common Land.

Conveyance and maintenance of common land within an Affordable Housing PUD shall be as
established in Section 81.04.
82.05

Improvements.

Required improvements within an Affordable Housing PUD shall be as established in Section 81.05.
82.06

Procedure.

Applications for an Affordable Housing PUD shall be reviewed by Planning Board or Board of
Adjustment in accordance with Section 81.06. In addition:
a.)

Applications containing Affordable Dwelling Units shall be processed with priority over others.

b.)

Highest priority for processing shall be given to applications involving partnerships with a
community land trust or other non-profit organization responsible for ensuring long-term retention
of affordable housing.

c.)

The County shall waive review fees associated with Affordable Housing PUDs meeting the
criteria established herein.

d.)

If market rate housing units are included within an Affordable Housing PUD constructed in
phases or over a time period exceeding 12 months, a proportional amount of Affordable Dwelling
Units must be completed concurrently with the market rate housing units.

e.)

An agreement in a form approved by the County must be recorded with the Register of Deeds
requiring Affordable Dwelling Units which are provided under this section to remain as affordable
housing for the life of the project. This agreement shall be a covenant running with the land,
binding on the assigns, heirs and successors of the applicant.
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ARTICLE IX
INSTALLATION OF PERMANENT REFERENCE
POINTS AND IMPROVEMENTS
SECTION 90.

PERMANENT REFERENCE POINTS.

Prior to the approval of the final plat, permanent reference points shall have been placed in accordance
with N.C.G.S. 89C and N.C.G.S. 47-30, which provide regulations for surveyors for the mapping of
subdivisions. Additionally, the following requirements shall be met:
90.01

Block Tie Lines. Each block shall have adequate tie line(s) showing bearing and distance
between one established point on each side of the road.

90.02

Certificate. A certificate signed by the surveyor meeting the requirements of N.C.G.S. 47-30 et.
seq. for proof upon oath that the plat is in all respects correct, written as shown in Subsection
65.032.

SECTION 91.

Installation of Improvements.

Prior to the approval of the final plat, the subdivider shall have complied with the following requirements.
91.01

Streets and Storm Drainage Facilities. All streets and storm drainage facilities in the subdivision
shall be constructed in accordance with specifications and standards of the State Department of
Transportation, Division of Highways, or the Watauga County Road Standards.

91.02

Water Lines. Where public water is reasonably accessible, the subdivider shall connect with the
public supply and shall provide water mains and a suitable water connection to each lot. Where
a public water supply is not reasonably accessible, the subdivider may provide for connection to
a community system, establishment of a new public or community system, or for shared or
individual wells. Water source shall be noted on the final plat.

91.03

Sanitary Sewers. Where a public sanitary sewer system is reasonably accessible, the
subdivider shall connect with the public system and shall provide a connection for each lot.
Where a public sanitary sewer system is not accessible, the subdivider may provide for
connection to an existing private system, establishment of a new private system, or for shared or
individual septic systems. Sewage disposal method shall be noted on the final plat.

91.04

Installation at time of Final Plat. In the event that any public or community utilities are not
installed at the time of final plat approval, bond or other security guarantee may be required by
the Planning Board as specified in Section 92.

SECTION 92.

Deferment of Improvements.

Where it is in the best interest of all parties concerned to defer the installation or completion of some
required improvement, the Planning Board may approve the final plat if the subdivider posts a bond with
surety or other guarantees satisfactory to the County Commissioners in an amount equal to the estimated
cost of the deferred improvements plus twenty (20) percent. Such guarantees shall assure either the
performance of the specified work or payment of the specified sum to the County if such improvements
have not been installed within the time specified on the final plat. At least fifty percent (50%) of the
required improvements shall be completed prior to submission of a request for approval of a performance
guarantee by a subdivider.
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ARTICLE X
REGULATION OF MULTI-UNIT STRUCTURES
SECTION 100. Definition.
A "multi-unit" structure is a building containing three (3) or more separate and independent dwellings,
offices, or commercial establishments (excluding hotels/motels). This definition shall apply whether the
building and/or individual units contained within are for sale, lease, or rent.
An “Affordable Housing Multi-Unit Structure” is a multi-unit structure containing at least (3) dwelling units,
51% or more of which are offered for sale or rent at a total monthly mortgage or rental price (including
utilities) which is no greater than 1/12 of 30% of the Area Median Income as established annually by the
United Stated Department of Housing and Urban Development, adjusted for assumed household size
based on unit size. The assumed household size shall be (2) persons in a one bedroom unit, (3) persons in
a two bedroom unit, and (4) persons in units containing three or more bedrooms.
SECTION 101. Purpose.
The purpose of this article is to provide for a site plan review of multi-unit structures in order to regulate
density, parking/loading, building setbacks, and other public health, safety, and general welfare concerns.
SECTION 102. Application of Article.
This Article shall apply to any multi-unit construction which consists of one (1) building only. Any multi-unit
development consisting of two (2) or more building sites or any townhouse development regardless of the
number of buildings, shall comply with Article VIII (Planned Unit Development) of this Ordinance, including
phased developments where each phase consists of one (1) building only.
SECTION 103. Standards of Design.
The developer shall observe the following standards of design.
103.01

Density.
The number of units per acre allowed shall depend upon the availability of public/community
water and sewer facilities, and shall be determined as described in Subsection 81.03 and
depicted on Table 1. If no roadway is to be constructed, the same method of calculating density
shall be used, except that the gross area will not be required to be reduced by fifteen (15)
percent.
For Affordable Housing Multi-Unit Structures, the number of units per acre allowed shall depend
upon the capacity of proposed water and sewer system(s), provided that the proposed density
does not result in the any of the following conditions:

103.02

a.)

Inconvenient or unsafe access to the development.

b.)

Traffic congestion in the streets adjoining the development.

c.)

An excessive burden imposed on parks, recreation areas, schools and other public
facilities which serve or are proposed to serve the development.

Off-Street Parking/Loading.
The provisions of Subsection 81.01 (e) shall apply. At a minimum, parking areas shall be
graveled.
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For Affordable Multi-Unit Structures, one (1) required off-street parking space may be eliminated
for each Affordable Dwelling Unit provided. Additional parking reductions may be allowed when
development:

103.03

a.)

Is an adaptive re-use of previously developed property, or

b.)

Is located within 1 mile of Appalachian State University or other major employment center,
or

c.)

Is located on an established AppalCart Route, or

d.)

Has transit service or other acceptable alternative transportation provided by the
developer.

Streets and Private Drives.
All multi-unit structures shall front on a state maintained road or a county standard road as
defined in this Ordinance. A private drive may be used to provide access to one three (3) unit
structure.

103.04

Height Requirements.
All multi-unit structures shall comply with the Ordinance Governing the Height of Structures in
Watauga County or the North Carolina Ridge Law, whichever is applicable. Building Height
will be determined by the Watauga County Building Inspector.

103.05

Building Setback Requirements.
Building setbacks shall conform with Table 2 (Subsection 72.017).

103.06

Utilities.
Developers of multi-unit structures are encouraged to provide public/community water and
sewer facilities whenever feasible. Developers are also encouraged to provide underground
electric and telephone lines where feasible.

103.07

Buffers.
It is the intent of this ordinance to promote high quality multi-unit developments which do not
create a nuisance, aesthetic or otherwise, for existing adjacent residential areas. Therefore, the
Planning Board or Staff may require planted buffer(s) in order to prevent such nuisance. If a
buffer is required, the provisions of Appendix J shall apply. A Staff decision to require a buffer is
subject to review by the Planning Board upon written appeal submitted to the Director of
Planning and Inspections within thirty (30) days of the staff decision.

SECTION 104. Submission of Site Plans.
Developers of proposed multi-unit structures which will be regulated by this Article shall submit a site plan
to the Planning Staff. If the proposed structure contains ten (10) or less units, the Staff shall approve or
disapprove said plan. If the proposed structure contains eleven (11) or more units, or the developer is
requesting a variance, the Planning Board shall approve or disapprove said plan. Construction may begin
upon such approval. Site plans shall show how the requirements of Section 103 will be met. Specifically,
site plans shall include as applicable:
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104.01

A sketch vicinity map showing the relationship of the proposed development with the
surrounding area.

104.02

The location of existing and platted property lines, streets, buildings, water courses,
transmission lines, sewers, bridges, culverts, and drain pipes, water mains, city and county line
(if adjoining) and any public utility easements.

104.03

Boundaries of the tract shown with distances and approximate acreage.

104.04

Names of adjoining property owners or subdivisions.

104.05

Zoning classification, if any, both on the land to be developed and on adjoining land.

104.06

Proposed streets, street names, rights-of-way, roadway widths, approximate grades and
proposed drainage facilities.

104.07

Other proposed rights-of-way or easements showing locations, widths and purposes.

104.08

Proposed building set back lines.

104.09

Proposed utility layouts (sewer, water, electricity showing connections to existing systems or
plans for central water system or package sewage system, or designation for individual water
and sewage.

104.10

Proposed parks, open spaces, or any other public areas.

104.11

Name of owner, developer, engineer and registered surveyor.

104.12

Title, date, north point and graphic scale.

104.13

When an area covered by the plan includes or abuts a water area (stream, river or lake) the
following additional information is required:
104.131 Relationship with floodway and flood plain as delineated by the county floodway
boundary and flood insurance rate maps.

104.14

104.132

Any proposed dock lines beyond which no dock structure may be constructed.

104.133

Methods of providing ingress and egress from uplands to water area.

104.134

Names of the owners of the water area.

A soil erosion control plan shall be submitted along with the site plan if required by ordinance or
statute.

SECTION 105. Inspections.
Prior to issuance of an Inspection Certificate for a final building inspection, the Planning Staff shall conduct
a site inspection to assure that the multi-unit structure meets the requirements of this Article. The
developer of a multi-unit structure shall pay an inspection fee (in addition to purchase of a building permit)
in the same amount per structure as is assessed for Planned Unit Developments.
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ARTICLE XI
VARIANCES
Where, because of topographical or other conditions peculiar to the site, or as otherwise specified in this
ordinance (Sections 70.05, 70.012, 71.025, 71.028), strict adherence to the provisions of this ordinance
would cause an unnecessary hardship, the Planning Board may authorize a variance, if such variance can
be made without destroying the intent of this ordinance. The Planning Board shall make written findings
which either supports the granting of the variance or which specify why the variance should not be granted.
All requests for variances must be made in writing by the developer or by the affected property owner. All
requests for variance from setbacks shall be accompanied by a surveyed drawing showing property lines,
right-of-way lines, existing structures, and proposed structures.
A variance may also be proper when environmental concerns are viewed in light of the spirit and intent of
the planning ordinances. Such request may be made by the applicant or any member of the planning
board. Variances will not ordinarily be granted if the special circumstances on which the applicant relies
are a result of the actions of the applicant or owner or previous owners.
Reasonable conditions may be imposed in connection with a variance as deemed necessary to protect the
best interests of the surrounding property or neighborhood, and otherwise secure the purpose and
requirement of this chapter.
Variances may be granted in the sole discretion of the planning board for any subdivision plan only if all
three expressly written findings below are made:
(1) That a strict or literal interpretation and enforcement of the specified standard or
requirement would result in practical difficulty, unnecessary hardship or adverse
environmental impact; and
(2) That the granting of the variance will not be detrimental to the public health, safety or
welfare; and
(3) That the granting of the variance would support general objectives contained within
this chapter ordinance.
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ARTICLE XII
PENALTIES
SECTION 120. Building Permits
No permits for any building or structures will be issued upon any land requiring approval as a subdivision
under the conditions set forth herein, unless a final plat is recorded, except as set forth elsewhere in this
ordinance.
SECTION 121. Misdemeanor.
It shall be a violation of N.C.G.S.153A-334, if a person who is the owner or the agent of the owner of land
located within the territorial jurisdiction of this subdivision ordinance, subdivides his land in violation of the
ordinance or transfers or sells land by reference to, exhibition of, or any other use of a plat showing such
subdivision before the plat has been properly approved under this ordinance and recorded in the Office of
the Register of Deeds. Such violation shall be a Class 1 misdemeanor.
121.01

The description by metes and bounds in the instrument of transfer or other document used in
the process of selling or transferring land does not exempt the transaction from this penalty.

121.02

The provisions of this section shall not prohibit any owner or its agent from entering into
contracts to sell or lease by reference to an approved preliminary plat for which a final plat has
not yet been properly approved under this ordinance or recorded with the Register of Deeds,
provided the contract complies with the provisions of NCGS 153A-334(b) or (c).

SECTION 122. Injunctive Relief and Other Equitable Remedies.
The County may bring an action for injunction and order abatement for any illegal subdivision, or transfer,
conveyance or sale of land therein and the Court shall, upon appropriate findings, issue an injunction and
order requiring the offending party to comply with this subdivision ordinance, under N.C.G.S.153A-123(e).
This ordinance may also be enforced by other appropriate equitable remedies issued from a court of
competent jurisdiction under N.C.G.S.153A-123(d).
SECTION 123. Civil Penalties.
In lieu of or in addition to the criminal penalties set forth above, a subdivider or other person violating this
ordinance may be subject to a civil penalty pursuant to N.C.G.S.153A-123 of not more than $500.00. Each
day the individual is in violation of this ordinance shall be considered a separate offense. Prior to
assessing a civil penalty, the County shall give notice to the offending party and a period of not less than
ten (10) days to cure the violation. Once notice of the initial violation is given to the offending party, it shall
not be necessary for subsequent notice to be given for subsequent days in which the offending party is in
violation of this ordinance. If the offending party does not pay such penalty within thirty (30) days of
notification of the assessment, it may be recovered by the County in a civil action in the nature of a debt.
The offending party may contest said penalty in the court of appropriate jurisdiction.
SECTION 124. Appellate Procedure.
Any action taken by the Watauga County Planning Board or staff pursuant to this ordinance adverse to any
party with standing to contest said decision, may appeal to the Watauga County Board of Commissioners
within thirty (30) days of the date of the decision by submitting written notice of appeal to the Watauga
County Manager’s Office. The notice of appeal shall state the grounds for the appeal with specificity. The
County Manager shall schedule a hearing for the next regular Board of County Commissioners meeting
(provided the appeal is received prior to the meeting agenda deadline) and notify the appellant of this
meeting. The Board of County Commissioners shall render a decision affirming, reversing, or modifying
the decision of the Planning Board.
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A decision of the Watauga County Board of Commissioners on the appellants appeal may be appealed to
the Watauga County Superior Court by the appellant. Such appeal shall be in the nature of a petition for
certiorari and must be filed within thirty (30) days of the date of the decision of the Board of County
Commissioners.
Nothing in this section shall be deemed to amend or replace any appeals procedure set forth more
specifically under any specific provision of this ordinance.

ARTICLE XIII
AMENDMENTS
SECTION 130. Amendment Procedure.
This ordinance may be amended from time to time by the Board of County Commissioners as herein
specified, but no amendment shall become effective unless it shall have been proposed by or shall have
been submitted to the Planning Board for review and recommendation. The Planning Board shall have
thirty (30) days within which to submit its report. If the Planning Board fails to submit a report within the
specified time, it shall be deemed to have recommended approval of the amendment.
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APPENDIX A
GUIDE FOR SUB-DIVISION DEVELOPMENT IN WATAUGA COUNTY
1.

Evaluate your property for either sub-dividing or planned unit development (resorts, clusters, timeshares, condominiums, townhouses, apartments, etc.) suitability.

2.

Evaluate your capital outlay for road(s) and other improvement and environmental protection
measures.

3.

Consult the Department of Planning and Inspections at (828)265-8043 to ascertain the legal aspects
and requirements for any such projects.

4.

Consult a licensed surveyor and/or professional engineer for project drawings and layout.

5.

Maintain close contact with those persons contracted for the planning phase of the project so as to
have a working knowledge of the project.

6.

Solicit bids and/or contract a grading contractor to complete all planned construction.

7.

The developer will be responsible for environmental protection measures during development and
also will be financially responsible for all work on the project.

8.

Present a finished development that complies with all local and state ordinances concerning land
use and also one that is appealing to the consumer.

9.

In working with the Watauga County Ordinance to Govern Subdivisions and Multi-Unit Structures,
the Watauga County Soil Erosion and Sedimentation Control Ordinance and the Watauga County
Building Inspectors and Fire Marshal, those persons responsible for each area will assist you in the
construction stages of development.

10.

Obtain copies of the following additional Ordinances from the Department of Planning and
Inspections as needed:
Flood Damage Prevention Ordinance.
N.C. Ridge Law.
Ordinance to Govern the Height of Structures.
Mobile Home Parks Ordinance.
Subdivision Regulations for Recreational Vehicle Parks.
Valle Crucis Historic District Ordinance.
Foscoe Grandfather Zoning Ordinance.
Watershed Protection Zoning Ordinance.
Watershed Protection Ordinance for Pond Creek.
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APPENDIX B
GUIDELINES FOR DEVELOPING
EROSION AND SEDIMENT CONTROL PLANS
FOR WATAUGA COUNTY, NORTH CAROLINA
I. INTRODUCTION
Extensive amounts of sediment are produced from grading streets and roads in the mountain sections of
North Carolina when erosion control measures are not properly designed and installed. Irreversible
damage to land, streams and lakes is occurring from acceleration of development in this area. This is
offered as a minimal guideline, but the developer must keep in mind that the Sediment and Pollution
Control Act and the Watauga County Soil Erosion and Sedimentation Control Ordinance are performance
oriented and he must do whatever is necessary to prevent off-site damage.
This guide is developed to assist planners and developers to protect land and streams from sedimentation
as required by the Watauga County Soil Erosion and Sedimentation Control Ordinance.
The Ordinance requires that an erosion control plan be prepared and its measures installed where one-half
acre or more is disturbed by grading. This also applies to all subdivision roads and any land disturbing
activity which causes off-site erosion damage regardless of acreage.
The practices in this guide, when properly installed and maintained, are methods used in the past that have
minimized erosion and sedimentation and meet the mandatory standards required by the Sedimentation
Pollution Control Act of 1973 and the Watauga County Soil Erosion and Sedimentation Control Ordinance.
The mandatory standards are listed on the following page.

II. MANDATORY STANDARDS FOR LAND DISTURBING ACTIVITY
No land disturbing activity subject to this article shall be undertaken except in accordance with the following
mandatory requirements:
a. Buffer Zone
(1) No land-disturbing activity during periods of construction or improvement to land shall be permitted in
proximity to a lake or natural watercourse unless a buffer zone is provided along the margin of the
watercourse of sufficient width to confine visible siltation within the twenty-five percent (25%) of the
buffer zone nearest the land-disturbing activity. Waters that have been classified as trout waters by
the Environmental Management Commission shall have an undisturbed buffer zone 25 feet wide or of
sufficient width to confine visible siltation within the twenty-five (25%) of the buffer zone nearest the
land-disturbing activity, whichever is greater. Provided, however, that the county may approve plans
which include land-disturbing activity along trout waters when the duration of said disturbance would
be temporary and the extent of said disturbance would be minimal. This subdivision shall not apply to
a land-disturbing activity in connection with the construction of facilities to be located on, over, or
under a lake or natural watercourse.
(2) Unless otherwise provided, the width of a buffer zone is measured from the edge of the water to the
nearest edge of the disturbed area, with the 25 percent of the strip nearer the land-disturbing activity
containing natural or artificial means of confining visible siltation.
(3) The 25 foot minimum width for an undisturbed buffer zone adjacent to designated trout waters shall be
measured horizontally from the top of the bank.
(4) Where a temporary and minimal disturbance is permitted as an exception by Section 7(a)(1) of this
ordinance, land-disturbing activities in the buffer zone adjacent to designated trout waters shall be
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limited to a maximum of 10% of the total length of the buffer zone within the tract to be distributed
such that there is not more than 100 linear feet of disturbance in each 1000 linear feet of buffer zone.
Larger areas may be disturbed with the written approval of the Director.
(5) No land-disturbing activity shall be undertaken with a buffer zone adjacent to designated trout waters
that will cause adverse temperature fluctuations, as set forth in 15A NCAC 2B.0211 "Fresh Surface
Water Classification and Standards", in these waters.
b.

Graded Slopes and Fills - The angle for graded slopes and fills shall be no greater than the angle
which can be retained by vegetative cover or other adequate erosion control devices or structures. In
any event, slopes left exposed will, within 15 working days or 30 calendar days of completion of any
phase of grading, whichever period is shorter, be planted or otherwise provided with ground cover,
devices, or structures sufficient to restrain erosion.

c.

Ground Cover - Whenever land-disturbing activity is undertaken on a tract comprising more than onehalf acre, if more than one-half acre is uncovered, the person conducting the land-disturbing activity
shall install such sedimentation and erosion control devices and practices as are sufficient to retain
the sediment generated by the land-disturbing activity within the boundaries of the tract during
construction upon and development of said tract, and shall plant or otherwise provide a permanent
ground cover sufficient to restrain erosion after completion of construction or development. Except as
provided in Section III (b)(5) of this ordinance, provisions for a ground cover sufficient to restrain
erosion must be accomplished within 15 working days or 90 calendar days following completion of
construction or development whichever period is shorter.

d.

Prior Plan Approval - No person shall initiate any land-disturbing activity on a tract if more than onehalf acre is to be uncovered unless, thirty or more days prior to initiating the activity, an erosion and
sedimentation control plan for such activity is filed with and approved by Watauga County, or unless
for land-disturbing activity or more than a half acre but less than an acre the requirement for such plan
had been waived as specified in Section 17. The County will attempt to review plans as quickly as
possible. The initiation of land-disturbing activities shall not be restricted when the plan is approved
and permit issued in less than 30 days.

III. DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE STANDARD
a.

Except as provided in Section 8(b)(2) of this ordinance erosion and sedimentation control measures,
structures, and devices shall be so planned, designed, and constructed as to provide protection from
the calculated maximum peak rate of runoff from the 10-year storm. Runoff rates shall be calculated
using the procedures in the USDA, Soil Conservation Service's "National Engineering Field Manual for
Conservation Practices", or other acceptable calculation procedures.

b.

In High Quality Water (HQW) zones the following design standards shall apply:

(1)

Uncovered areas in HQW zones shall be limited at any time to a maximum total area within the
boundaries of the tract of 20 acres. Only the portion of the land-disturbing activity within a HQW zone
shall be governed by this section. Larger areas may be uncovered within the boundaries of the tract
with the written approval of the Director.

(2) Erosion and sedimentation control measures, structures, and devices within HQW zones shall be so
planned, designed and constructed to provide protection from the run off of the 25-year storm which
produces the maximum peak rate of run off as calculated according to procedures in the United States
Department of Agriculture Soil Conservation Service's "National Engineering Field Manual for
Conservation Practices" or according to procedures adopted by any other agency of this state or the
United States or any generally recognized organization or association.
(3) Sediment basins within HQW zones shall be designed and constructed such that the basin will have a
settling efficiency of at least 70% for the 40 micron (0.04 mm) size soil particle transported into the
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basin by the runoff of that 2-year storm which produces the maximum peak rate of runoff as calculated
according to procedures in the United States Department of Agriculture Soil Conservation Service's
"National Engineering Field Manual for Conservation Practices" or according to procedures adopted
by any other agency of this state or the United States or any generally recognized organization or
association.
(4) Newly constructed open channels in HQW zones shall be designed and constructed with side slopes
no steeper than 2 horizontal to 1 vertical if a vegetative cover is used for stabilization unless soil
conditions permit a steeper slope or where the slopes are stabilized by using mechanical devices,
structural devices or other acceptable ditch liners. In any event, the angle for side slopes shall be
sufficient to restrain accelerated erosion.
(5) Ground cover sufficient to restrain erosion must be provided for any portion of a land-disturbing
activity in a HQW zone within 15 working days or 60 calendar days following completion of
construction or development, whichever period is shorter.
IV. PLANNING AND DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS TO CONTROL EROSION AND SEDIMENTATION
The following list of considerations, activities, and techniques of development within Watauga County
should all be taken into account during the planning phase of a development:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Reducing the Potential for Off-site Sediment Damage
Location of Roads
Soil Types and Properties
Buffer Zones
Construction Techniques
Sequence of Construction and Time of Soil Exposure
Seasonal Construction Scheduling
Clearing and Grubbing
Stream Crossings and Stream Protection
Road Grades and Side Ditches
Road Cut & Fill Slopes
Underground Seepage or Wetlands
Culvert Placement and Sizing
Borrow and Waste Areas
Utility Placement
Roadbed Stabilization
Floodplain/Floodway
Specifications Guide for Application of Temporary Seeding
Permanent Vegetation
Specifications Guide for Permanent Planting of Vegetation on Road and Right-of-Way

When planning for the considerations listed above, minimum acceptable standards must be adhered to.
These standards have been established to control erosion and sedimentation during construction, and also
to control erosion during the life-time operation of roads built in Watauga County.
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APPENDIX C
EROSION AND SEDIMENTATION CONTROL PLAN CHECKLIST
The following items shall be incorporated with respect to specific site conditions, in an erosion and sedimentation control plan
LOCATION INFORMATION

Design calculations cross sections and method of stabilization of
existing and planned channels (include temporary linings)
Design calculations and construction details of energy
dissipators below culvert and storm sewer outlets (for rip-rap
aprons, include stone sizes (diameters and apron dimensions)
Soil information below culvert storm outlets
Design calculations and construction details to control groundwater, i.e., seeps, high water table, etc.
Names of receiving watercourse or name of municipal
operator (only where stormwater discharges are to occur)

Project location
Roads, street
North arrow
Scale
Adjoining lakes, streams or other
major drainage ways
GENERAL SITE FEATURES
North arrow
ScaleProperty line
Legend
Existing contours
Proposed contours
Limit and acreage of disturbed area
Planned and existing building locations
and elevations
Planned and existing road locations
and elevations
Lot and/or building numbers
Land use of surrounding areas
Rock outcrops
Seeps or springs
Wetland limits
Easements
Streams, lakes, ponds, drainage ways, dams
Boundaries of the total tract
If the same person conducts the land-disturbing
activity and any related borrow or waste activity,
the related borrow or waste activity shall
constitute part of the land-disturbing activity unless
the borrow or waste activity is regulated under the
Mining Act of 1971, or is a landfill regulated by the
Division of Solid Waste Management. If the landdisturbing activity and any related borrow or waste
activity are not conducted by the same person, they
shall be considered separate land-disturbing activities
Stockpiled topsoil or subsoil location
Street profiles

EROSION CONTROL MEASURES
Legend
Location of temporary and permanent measures
Construction drawings and details for temporary and
permanent measures
Design calculations for sediment basin and other measures
Maintenance requirements during construction
Person responsible for maintenance during construction
Maintenance requirements and responsible person(s) of
permanent measures
VEGETATIVE STABILIZATION
Areas and acreage to be vegetatively stabilized
Planned vegetation with details of plants, seed, mulch and
fertilizer
Specifications for permanent and temporary vegetation
Method of soil preparation

NOTE:

Should include provision for ground cover on exposed slopes within
15 working days following completion of any phase of grading,
permanent ground cover for all disturbed areas within 30 working
days or 90 calendar days (which- ever is shorter) following
completion of construction or development.

OTHER REQUIREMENTS
Narrative describing construction sequence (as needed)
Narrative describing the nature and purpose of the construction
activity
Completed Financial Responsibility/Ownership Form (to be
signed by person financially responsible for project
Bid specifications regarding erosion control
Construction sequence related to sedimentation and erosion
control (include installation of critical measures prior to initiation
of the land-disturbing activity and removal of measures after areas
they serve have been permanently stabilized)

SITE DRAINAGE FEATURES
Existing and planned drainage patterns (include offsite areas that drain through project)
Size of Areas to be disturbed (Acreage)
Size and location of culverts and sewers
Soils information (type, special characteristics)
Design calculations for peak discharges of runoff
(including the construction phase and final runoff
coefficients of the site)
Design calculations and construction details for
culverts and storm sewers
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APPENDIX D
FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY /OWNERSHIP FORM
SEDIMENTATION POLLUTION CONTROL ACT
No person may initiate a land-disturbing activity on one or more acres as covered by the Act before this form
and an acceptable erosion and sedimentation control plan have been completed and approved by the Land Quality
Section, NC Department of Environment, and Natural Resources. (Please type or print and, if question is not
applicable, place N/ A in the blank).

Part A.
1.

Project Name

2.

Location of land-disturbing activity: County
City or Township

, and Highway/Street

3.

Approximate date land-disturbing activity will be commenced:

4.

Purpose of development (residential, commercial, industrial, etc.):

5.

Total acreage disturbed or uncovered (including off-site borrow and waste areas):

Amount of fee enclosed $
Has an erosion and sedimentation control plan been filed? Yes

No

Enclosed
8.

Person to contact should sediment control issues arise during land-disturbing activity.
Name

9.

Telephone

Landowner(s) of Record (Use blank page to list additional owners):

Name(s)

Current Street Address

10.

Page No.

Part B.
Person(s) or firm(s) who are financially responsible for this land-disturbing activity (Use a blank page to list
additional persons or firms):
Name of Person(s) or Firm(s)

Current Mailing Address

City

State

Current Street Address
Zip

City

Telephone

State

Zip

Telephone
40
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2.

(a) If the Financially Responsible Party is not a resident of North Carolina give name and street address of a
North Carolina Agent.

Name

Street Address

Mailing Address

City

City

Zip

State

Telephone

State

Zip

Telephone

(b) If the Financially Responsible Party is a Partnership or other person engaging in business under an
assumed name, attach a copy of the certificate of assumed name. If the Financially Responsible Party is a
Corporation give name and street address of the Registered Agent.

Name of Registered Agent
Street Address

Mailing Address
City

State

Zip

City

State

Zip

Telephone

Telephone

The above information is true and correct to the best of my knowledge and belief and was provided by me
under oath. (This form must be signed by the financially responsible person if an individual or his attorneyin-fact or if not an individual by an officer, director, partner, or registered agent with authority to execute
instruments for the financially responsible person). I agree to provide corrected information should there be
any change in the information provided herein.

Type or print name

Title or Authority

Signature

Date

, a Notary Public of the County of

I,

State of North Carolina, hereby certify that
appeared personally before me this day and being duly sworn acknowledged that the above form was
executed by him.
Witness my hand and notarial seal, this

Seal

day of

, 20

Notary
My41
commission expires
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APPENDIX E
PRELIMINARY PLAT CHECKLIST
FOR SUBDIVISION RECORD __________________

DATE SUBMITTED ___________

NAME OF SUBDIVISION ____________________________________________________
LOCATION _______________________________________________________________
OWNER __________________________________________________________________
LAND PLANNER __________________________ ADDRESS ________________________
SURVEYOR ______________________________ ADDRESS ________________________
CHECKLIST
________ 1.

Surveyor shall submit CHECKLIST with signed certification stating that plat complies
with Subdivision Regulations.

________ 2.

Vicinity map embracing subdivision and surrounding area.

________ 3.

SCALE: 1" = 100' or larger. In EXTREME cases may be 1" = 200'. One (1)
reproducible 11”x 17” or smaller copy of plat.

________ 4.

Name of subdivision and owner.

________ 5.

North point, graphic scale, date.

________ 6.

Boundaries of the tract shown with distances and approximate acreage.

________ 7.

Names of adjoining property owners or subdivisions.

________ 8.

The locations of existing sewers and water facilities and other utilities if any.

________ 9.

The locations of existing streets, easements, bridges, culverts, watercourses, etc.

________ 10.

Name, location and approximate dimensions of proposed streets, easements, parks
and reservations, lot lines, etc.

________ 11.

Proposed lot lines, building lines and approximate area.

________ 12.

Lot numbers, if any.

________ 13.

Types of proposed utilities shown or described.

________ 14.

Proposed minimum building setbacks (typical section).

________ 15.

Location of existing water areas/floodway if applicable as delineated by the county
floodway boundary and flood insurance rate maps.

________ 16.

Upon submission of Preliminary Plat, 3 copies of a sufficient soil erosion plan shall be
submitted to the soil erosion coordinator.

________ 17.

This plat conforms to general requirements and minimum design standards.
42
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________ 18.

Evidence of NCDOT driveway connection permit.

________ 19.

Evidence of access right-of-way.

________ 20.

Statement of average cross slope if applicable.

COMMENTS:
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APPENDIX F
FINAL PLAT CHECKLIST
FOR SUBDIVISION RECORD ________________________ DATE SUBMITTED____________________
PRELIMINARY APPROVAL DATE ________________________________________________________
NAME OF SUBDIVISION ________________________________________________________________
LOCATION ___________________________________________________________________________
OWNER ____________________________ ADDRESS _____________________ TEL. ______________
ENGINEER __________________________ ADDRESS _____________________ TEL. _____________
SURVEYOR _________________________ ADDRESS ______________________ TEL. _____________
CHECKLIST
_______ 1.

Submitted to the Planning Staff within 18 months of preliminary approval and two(2)weeks
prior to the scheduled meeting of the Planning Board.

_______ 2.

Eight (8) copies of final plat. One reproducible (Sepia) and seven paper copies. One (1)
reproducible 11”x 17” or smaller copy of plat.

_______ 3.

A sketch vicinity map showing location in relation to the surrounding area.

_______ 4.

SCALE: 1" = 100' or larger.

_______ 5.

Names, right-of-way, lines and easements of streets and roads.

_______ 6.

Minimum building setback lines when applicable.

_______ 7.

Lot lines, numbers, and/or tract numbers.

_______ 8.

Reservations, easements, public areas, of sites for other than residential use with
explanation of purpose.

_______ 9.

North point, graphic scale, date.

_______ 10.

Location and description of monuments.

_______ 11.

Names and location of adjoining subdivisions and streets and the location and ownership of
adjoining unsubdivided property.

_______ 12.

Conforms to general requirements and minimum design standards.

_______ 13.

Required improvements have been made or $________bond posted.

_______ 14.

Required certificate for Recordation.

_______ 15.

Location of existing water Areas/Floodway if Boundary and Flood Insurance Rate Maps.

_______ 16.

Types of proposed utilities shown or statement that individual lots have or have not been
approved for septic tank use by Appalachian District Health Department.
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_______ 17.

Density in units per acre.

_______ 18.

Culvert/drainage facility location and size.

_______ 19.

Variances granted, if any.

ON-SITE FIELD INSPECTION (DATE) ________________
PERSONS MAKING INSPECTION _____________________________________
COMMENTS:
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APPENDIX G
SUBDIVISION SPECIFICATIONS CHECKLIST
_______ 1.

Plat fee paid.

_______ 2.

Variance requested in writing.

_______ 3.

Bond to be submitted.

_______ 4.

Meets floodplain regulations.

_______ 5.

Acceptable average cross slope.

_______ 6.

Roads:

_______ a)

State

_______ b)

County. If County then:
_______Meets criteria permitting county standards.
_______Meets right-of-way requirements.
_______Meets road bed requirements.
_______Sufficient drainage provided.
_______Meets grade requirements.
_______Meets curve radius requirements.
_______Sufficient turnarounds provided.
_______Meets bridge requirements.

_______ c)

Access road meets right-of-way requirements.

_______ 7.

Lots:
_______Meet frontage requirements.
_______Meet area requirements.
_______Panhandles used.
_______Meet access requirements.
_______Private drives used.

_______ 8.

Meets building setback requirements.

_______ 9.

Sufficient erosion control plan submitted.

_______ 10.

Property owners association rules established.

_______ 11.

Compliance with other applicable local ordinances (zoning, etc.).
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APPENDIX H
METHOD OF DEFINING SLOPE
The chief source of information for determination of slope is a contour map. The contour map
supplies the necessary data for using the following formula to determine the average slope of a
parcel:
.0023 x I x L
S

=

A

Where .0023 is a conversion factor, of square feet to acres, "I" is the contour interval (or the
distance between adjacent contour lines on the map) in feet, "L" is the total length of the contour
lines within the subject parcel, and "A" is the area in acres of the subject parcel.
Step 1.

Determine "I", the contour interval, by examining the interval, using the key on the
map. For purposes of this example, an interval of five feet is used.
(To achieve accuracy within one percent, the contour interval must be 10 feet or
less).

Step 2.

Determine "L", the total length of the contour lines within the subject area, by
tracing each line with a planimeter or similar device and converting to feet. In this
example, "L" is 1,000 feet.

Step 3.

Determine "A", area (in acres) from the development plans or permit application.
In this example, "A" is 5 acres.

Step 4. Determine "S" by using the equation:
.0023 x 5 x 1,000
S

=

5

=

2.3 percent average slope

NOTE: Other methods of calculating average cross slope - using computer mapping/GIS
technology - may be acceptable.
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APPENDIX I
MINOR MAINTENANCE CHECKLIST
A. Bridge Approach
1.

Check Signs on both ends of bridge.
Warning and Information Signs (straighten, clean, and cut weeds).
Bridge End Markers (clean and visible).
Check Guard Rails along approach (repair and straighten).

2.

Clear Weed, Brush, and Overhanging Limbs.
Require clear visibility of bridge.
Police and clean area around bridge.
Remove all debris from site.

B. Side Ditches and Stream Channel
1. Clear side ditches of all brush, weeds and debris.
2. Clear debris and obstructions from stream channel through full width of R.O.W.
3. Eliminate all brush growing under the bridge.
C. Erosion of Bridge Approach
1. At gutter line on shoulder - fill any eroded areas.
2. At gutter line, build (if needed) paved channel to carry water to side ditch at non-erosive velocity.
3. Check shoulders for erosion signs - fill and tamp erosion channels.
D. Condition of Approach Road Traffic Lanes
1. Fill all ruts.
2. Check transition from road to bridge - must be smooth.
3. Build short bituminous ramp to provide transition in difficult cases.
E. Bridge Structure
1. Cleaning Deck
Clean all dirt, gravel, trash and debris from deck. Clear all gutters and all drainage outlets.
Remove any obstructions causing ponding of water. Direct deck drains away from all structural
components.
2. Deck Maintenance (Wood Decks)
Check transverse planking for breaks, rotting, or any weakness. Replace individual planks if
needed. Check longitudinal "tread" planks for damage, excessive wear, breaks, shattering,
looseness or rot. Replace damaged planks - re-nail old planks if required. Pull any protruding nails
and replace.
3. Deck Maintenance (Concrete Decks)
Clean, check depth, and flush all open cracks. Dry such cracks and fill totally with liquid asphalt or
other such sealing compound. Make notes on any system of patterned crack and report them to
road supervisor. For small shrinkage cracks (those not fully opened) check with road supervisor
about a spray coat sealant. Pop-outs, surface deterioration, or chuck holes in deck must be
cleaned thoroughly and packed smooth with bituminous road surface mixture. Provide a
mechanical "lock" to hold patch in place. Eliminate "low" spots to prevent water ponding.
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F. Expansion Joints
Deck expansion joints should be identified and cleaned. Remove dirt, gravel, debris and other
obstructions from expansion joint opening. Do this when bridge is cool so joint is as wide open as
possible. For open expansion joint slot, fill the opening with an elastic joint sealer compound or a
special compressible composite joint filler. For plate covered joint slot, clean the sliding surface of any
obstructions and treat sliding surface if necessary to make it free operating.
G. Bridge Structural Components
1. Truss Bridges
Clear debris from truss joints, flanges of truss members, or any pockets that have collected debris,
gravel or dirt.
2. Girders and Beams
Clear any debris found on flanges or on any bracing occurring on the structure.
3. Handrails and Curbs
Repair any bent, broken, or missing parts of the bridge handrail or curbs.
4. Bearing Devices
Bearing devices are points where bridge structure is attached to the substructure (piers,
abutments, or other supports). Identify the "fixed" and movable bearings. Clear all dirt,
disintegrated concrete, debris of any kind which collects around the bearings - fixed or movable.
Especially clear any obstruction that would prevent movable support from being able to function.
Once cleared, spray with oil to prevent rusting and to assist movement.
H. Substructure
1. Abutments
Note cracking of main wall or wing wall. Assess serious movement of any part of the abutment.
Report out-of-plumb components and any serious deterioration of the abutment. Note any erosion
of stream that may undermine the abutment, and eliminate cause. Fill and tamp any rodent holes
along base of the abutment and its wing walls.
2. Piers
Note and correct any water drainage on pier or the pier cap. Note any cracks or deterioration of
pier. Repair where possible. Check for undermining of pier foundation and correct cause if
possible. Check pier for "plumb-ness" or any signs of movement.

Source: Minor Maintenance Manual For County Bridges, Highway Extension and Research Project
for Indiana Counties and Cities, Purdue University,1984.
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APPENDIX J
BUFFERING AND SCREENING
(A)

Where a commercial or multi-family use is proposed adjacent to a single family residential use, side
and rear yard setback of 30 feet shall be observed for buildings, parking, or storage. This area is to
be used as a buffer and shall be landscaped as follows. Buffers shall consist of plantings of
evergreen and/or deciduous trees spaced no more than thirty (30) feet apart. Such trees shall be at
least six to seven (6-7) feet tall for evergreens and six to eight (6-8) feet tall with a one and one half
(1-1/2) inch caliper (trunk diameter 6 inches above grade) for deciduous trees at time of planting and
shall reach a height of no less than twenty (20) at maturity. Where utility easements conflict with this
height requirement, the requirement may be lessened at the discretion of the Watershed
Administrator. In addition, plantings of low growing shrubs, and/or trees shall be placed at ten (10)
foot intervals. Plantings within buffer zones shall be staggered unless topography is prohibitive. No
planting shall be placed in the road right-of-way. Lists of recommended plantings are available from
the Planning and Inspections Department.

(B)

Where a commercial or multi-family use is proposed adjacent to a commercial or multi-family use
side and rear yard setback of 15 feet shall be observed for buildings, parking, or storage. This area
is to be used as a buffer and shall be landscaped as follows. Buffers shall consist of plantings of
evergreen and/or deciduous trees spaced no more than thirty (30) feet apart. Such trees shall be at
least six to seven (6-7) feet tall for evergreens and six to eight (6-8) feet tall with a one and none half
(1-1/2) inch caliper for deciduous trees at time of planting and shall reach a height of no less than
twenty (20) feet at maturity, except as described in section 602(A). In addition, permanent ground
cover such as grasses shall be established.

(C)

Walls, fences, earthen berms, or other natural features may be used in combination with or in lieu of
planted buffers if approved as part of a permit. Considerations include but are not limited to:
(1) Any existing significant vegetation within the buffer(s) may be preserved and credited towards
meeting the standard for the required buffer. Existing fences, berms and or walls within the buffer(s)
may be used to fulfill the standards set forth for the buffer providing these elements are healthy and
in a condition of good repair. Chain link fencing is not acceptable in meeting the performance
criteria of this ordinance.
(2) Installation of supplemental vegetation and/or site features may be required at the time of site
plan review, if existing vegetation and/or site features within the buffer do not meet or exceed the
requirements of this ordinance.

(D)

Open storage areas, exposed machinery and outdoor areas used for the storage and collection of
rubbish must be visually screened from roads and surrounding land uses. Suitable types of
screening include opaque wood fences and dense evergreen hedges of six (6) feet or more in
height.
NOTE: These are excerpts from Watershed Zoning Ordinance, use that which is applicable.
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APPENDIX K
FIRE APPARATUS ACCESS ROADS

- - - - - Right of Way
___________ Travel Surface

100’ ROW
70’ PAVEMENT

18’
45’ ROW

45’ ROW

45’ ROW
18’

18’

CUL-DE-SAC

60’
60’

60’

18’
45’ ROW
18’

45’ ROW

60’ Y

18’
45’ ROW

(Drawings not to scale)

120’ HAMMER HEAD
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APPENDIX L
POLICY STATEMENT
AFFORDABLE WORKFORCE HOUSING
Background
The generally accepted definition of affordability is for a household to pay no more than 30 percent of its
annual income on housing. An estimated 12 million renter and homeowner households now pay more than
50 percent of their annual income on housing. The lack of affordable housing is a significant hardship for
low-income and working households and prevents them from meeting other basic needs, such as food,
clothing, transportation and medical care.
Availability of housing for all income levels is critical for balanced and healthy growth of the County.
Employers seeking to locate in Watauga County need to first attract and then maintain a workforce. A key
component to workforce recruitment and retention is affordable and centrally located housing. Job
satisfaction becomes more of a challenge when workers can only find affordable housing by living far from
their jobs and enduring long commutes.
Policy
The county will seek to work with the developers and nonprofit housing organizations to provide for
affordable units in developments and ensure that such units are compatible with other homes in the
development. Affordable units should include both units for sale and units for rent. Developers should
promote a design criterion that disperses affordable homes throughout a development and encourages a
variety of housing types.
Streamlined Permitting Process
Improved coordination of the permitting process at the state and local levels could result in lower housing
costs. The permitting process often involves dealing with city, county and state approval boards, all of
which require a variety of permits and approvals (i.e. – fire protection, sewer hookup, plumbing,
environmental, road construction, electrical, building, etc.). Often the various levels of governmental
authorities do not have effective communication and co-approval systems, which cause can unnecessary
delays, increase construction costs and ultimately hinder affordable housing.
Density
Real estate of all types flourishes best in livable communities that offer a high quality of life at a reasonable
cost. Livable communities offer a variety of affordable housing choices, good schools, quality public
services, open space, and a strong employment base. One of the most challenging aspects to promoting
these essential livable community elements is density. Building at higher densities in the appropriate
locations is vital to provide greater choice and affordability in housing.
Employer-Assisted Housing
Employer-assisted housing (EAH) refers to benefits that enable employees to purchase homes or secure
affordable rental housing, often within designated neighborhoods located near the workplace. Benefits can
take a number of forms, including grants or forgivable loans for down payments and closing costs,
reduced-cost financing, and matched savings plans. Providing an EAH benefit can help employers reduce
turnover, leading to lower training and hiring costs. In addition, EAH can increase loyalty and morale,
support bottom-line business goals, and strengthen links with the local community.
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APPENDIX M
DEVELOPER AUTHORIZATION FORM
For projects being developed by person(s) other than land owner(s)

Name of Project:

______________________________________________________

Land Owner(s)

______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________

Developer(s)

______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________

The above-named Developer(s) is/are authorized to submit the subject project to Watauga County for
development approval on behalf of the above-named Land Owner(s).

Land Owner(s) Signature

Date

______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________

___________
___________
___________
___________
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AGENDA ITEM 9:
PUBLIC HEARINGS TO ALLOW CITIZEN COMMENT
B. FY 2013 Proposed Budget

MANAGER’S COMMENTS:
A public hearing has been scheduled to allow citizen comment on the Manager's Recommended
Budget for Fiscal Year 2013. Included in your packet are changes that were made during your
budget work sessions. At the conclusion of the public hearing, you may wish to schedule an
additional work session to make any changes that you wish prior to staff preparing the budget
ordinance for adoption at one of your June meetings. Direction from the Board is requested.
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PUBLIC HEARING NOTICE

THE WATAUGA COUNTY MANAGER’S RECOMMENDED BUDGET FOR FISCAL
YEAR 2012/2013 HAS BEEN SUBMITTED TO THE WATAUGA COUNTY BOARD OF
COMMISSIONERS AS OF TUESDAY, MAY 1, 2012.
BUDGET

IS

AVAILABLE

FOR

PUBLIC

A COPY OF THE PROPOSED
INSPECTION

ONLINE

AT

HTTP://WWW.WATAUGACOUNTY.ORG; IN THE COUNTY MANAGER’S OFFICE
LOCATED IN THE WATAUGA COUNTY ADMINISTRATION BUILDING; AND AT THE
PUBLIC LIBRARIES IN BOONE, BLOWING ROCK AND THE WESTERN WATAUGA
COMMUNITY CENTER. A PUBLIC HEARING ON THE PROPOSED BUDGET SHALL
BE HELD ON TUESDAY, MAY 15, 2012, AT 6:00 P.M. TO ALLOW PUBLIC COMMENT
AT WHICH TIME ANY PERSONS WHO WISH TO BE HEARD ON THE BUDGET MAY
APPEAR. THE BUDGET HEARING WILL BE HELD IN THE COMMISSIONERS’ BOARD
ROOM IN THE WATAUGA COUNTY ADMINISTRATION BUILDING LOCATED AT 814
WEST KING STREET, BOONE, NORTH CAROLINA.

IF YOU HAVE QUESTIONS,

PLEASE CALL 265-8000.
NATHAN A. MILLER
CHAIRMAN
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Changes from the FY 2012-13 Manager’s Recommended Budget per the Commissioner’s
work sessions resulted in an overall increase to the proposed budget of $10,000:
Revenues:
Cable TV Franchise Fees – increase

$10,000

Expenditures:
Board of Elections – increase travel and part time salaries

$8,790

Board of Education – increase current capital outlay

$18,826

Recreation, Special Populations – increase supplies and travel

$850

Special Allocations – decrease Children’s Playhouse
decrease WeCAN

$2,500
$1,000

Emergency Services – decrease cell allowance

$576

Tax Administration – decrease salaries

$6,000

General Administration – decrease Professional Services-Architects
decrease miscellaneous expenses

$7,540
$850
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AGENDA ITEM 10:
SMOKY MOUNTAIN CENTER QUARTERLY FINANCIAL REPORT
MANAGER’S COMMENTS:
Ms. Margaret Pierce, Finance Director, will present the Smoky Mountain Center Quarterly
Report as required by Statute. No action is required.
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AGENDA ITEM 11:
MISCELLANEOUS ADMINISTRATIVE MATTERS
A. Proposed Property and Liability Insurance and Workers Compensation Renewals Request

MANAGER’S COMMENTS:
The County Manager will present renewal rates for property and liability insurance and workers
compensation. The rate for property and liability is $244,167, or a $6,362 decrease, and the rate
for workers compensation is $228,278 or an 18% increase. The primary cause of the increase is
that our rate is based on the last three years’ worth of claims and FY 2008, with claims totaling
$10,858, was dropped while FY 2011, with claims totaling $226,026, was added. One claim
represented 70% of the total claims for FY 2011 so there was little the County could have done
to be proactive in preventing the increase.
Board approval is requested to accept the renewals for property and liability insurance and
workers compensation from the North Carolina Association of County Commissioners
(NCACC), in the amount of $244,167 and $228,278, respectively.
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AGENDA ITEM 11:
MISCELLANEOUS ADMINISTRATIVE MATTERS
B. Boards and Commissions

MANAGER’S COMMENTS:
Both Paul Combs and Lauren Waterworth’s terms expire in June on the Economic Development
Commission (EDC). EDC terms are for three (3) years, and appointees are eligible to serve two
(2) consecutive terms. Both Mr. Combs and Ms. Waterworth have served one (1) term thus far
and both are willing to be reappointed. A Volunteer Application has also been received from
Ms. Susan Norris who has expressed interest in serving as a member of the EDC.
The above are second readings; therefore, action may be taken if so desired.
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Anita.Fogle
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Joe Furman
Monday, April 23, 2012 4:41 PM
Deron.Geouque
Anita.Fogle
EDC terms

Deron,
The EDC terms of Paul Combs and Lauren Waterworth will expire in June. Both are willing to be reappointed. I also understand
that at least one volunteer application has been submitted to the County. EDC terms are three (3) years, and appointees are
eligible to serve two (2) consecutive terms. Both Mr. Combs and Ms. Waterworth have served one (1) term. Thanks.
Joe
Joseph A. Furman, AICP
Director, Watauga County Planning & Inspections and Economic Development
331 Queen Street, Suite A
Boone, NC 28607
(828) 265-8043
(828) 265-8080 (fax)
joe.furman@watgov.org

1
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AGENDA ITEM 11:
MISCELLANEOUS ADMINISTRATIVE MATTERS
C. Announcements

MANAGER’S COMMENTS:
A public hearing will be held Tuesday, June 19, 2012, at 6:00 P.M. to allow citizen comment on
proposed fire district boundary changes involving Stewart Simmons, Deep Gap, and Boone
districts.
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AGENDA ITEM 12:
PUBLIC COMMENT
MANAGER’S COMMENTS:
Time has been reserved to allow citizen comment to address the Board for any area of interest or
concern.

AGENDA ITEM 13:
BREAK

AGENDA ITEM 14:
CLOSED SESSION
Attorney/Client Matters, per G. S. 143-318.11(a)(3)
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